Candidates for graduation must complete all degree requirements prior to a degree being awarded. Stated degree honors for candidates for graduation may change based on grades earned in the spring and/or summer semesters.
Dear Graduates, Family, and Friends:

Welcome to the University of Wyoming’s 2018 spring commencement ceremonies. Thank you for being here to celebrate the greatest day in the academic calendar of our university.

Graduates, congratulations on your graduation! You have dedicated your life these past years to realizing your dream of a college degree. I think you will find—like I did—that a college degree will open doors of opportunity to you in your career and your life. And as much as the unparalleled value in the education you have received from the University of Wyoming, you will cherish the friendships and memories developed over these years.

Family and friends, thank you for the love and support you have given to your graduate. I often say that no one completes a degree alone. Thank you for being a strong support system to your loved one and for always being there with encouragement and support. Today, we also celebrate you.

Graduates, you are about to undertake a new transition in your life. I am confident that the knowledge and experiences you have gained at the University of Wyoming have prepared you for this next step and will carry you far, no matter the path you choose. I encourage you to continue learning, and to seek out ways to apply what you have learned for the benefit of others.

Remember, you will always be a Cowboy or Cowgirl. Please stay in touch with us and come back to your alma mater often. You are always welcomed.

Again, congratulations! The UW family is most proud of you.

Laurie S. Nichols

President
**Wyoming Territorial Seal**

The University of Wyoming provides a transitional chapter in the history of the central Rocky Mountain frontier. In 1886, when the university was founded, the Wyoming Territory was nearly two decades old. The territorial seal is reproduced in beautiful stained glass above the west door of Old Main, the first campus building.

In the upper half of the seal, a railroad train is set against the mountains. In the lower left, a plow, a pick, a shovel, and a shepherd’s crook are depicted. An arm upholds a sword in the lower right. Above the Norman shield appears the inscription Cedant Arma Togae (let arms yield to the gown).

In 1890, when Wyoming became a state, the official state seal was adopted. Historically, the university seal bridges the territory and the state. It symbolizes educational excellence and complements the growth of the state it serves.

**Alma Mater**

Where the western lights’ long shadows
Over boundless prairies fling
And the mountain winds are vocal
And the College throws its portals
’Tis the College! Ah, we know it!
With thy dear name, Wyoming.
First woman in the United States
While the flaming fire of sunset
And the rays that light upon it
Shrine of many joys and tears,
Yonder we can see it standing,
To her our hearts shall cling,
Shall cling forever more.
And so our songs we bring,
Our Alma Mater sing,
To thee the morning star shall rise,
And the stars of evening bid us sleep.

**Ragtime Cowboy Joe**

He always sings raggy music to his cattle as he swings
Back and forward in his saddle on a horse
(pretty good horse!) He’s got a syncopated gait
And you ought to hear the meter to the roar of his repeater
When they hear him come,
How they run (yes run!)
How they run (yes run!)
Break away, win today.
Son of a gun from old Wyoming
Ain’t he a sight for species eyes?
Carry on triumphantly—Come on and fight!
For the state and nation, the flag and the stars.
Son of a gun from old Wyoming
Ain’t he a sight for species eyes?
Carry on triumphantly—Come on and fight!
For the state and nation, the flag and the stars.

**Fight, Wyoming, Fight**

Come on, Cowboys, gold and brown!
Show them how, boys, hold them down!
Start right now, boys, don’t delay,
Break away, win today.
Take that ball, and one, two, three!
Carry on triumphantly—Come on and fight!
Fight! Fight, you Cowboys, fight!
Come on and fight to victory!

**Academic Regalia**

Academic regalia originated in the oldest European universities. Many of these institutions continue to show great diversity in their academic dress. In contrast, American colleges and universities adopted a uniform dress code with the following descriptions:

**Procession—**Doctoral and master’s degree candidates precede bachelor’s candidates. Marching order of the faculty is according to academic rank and tenure.

**Mace—**Borne in UW processions by the marshal, the mace is symbolic of the president’s leadership and authority. The short, club-like staff of gleaming metal originated in medieval England. High-ranking officials were accompanied by bodyguards who held the formidable weapon ready to protect the dignitary. The UW mace is crowned with a cap of flames, signifying knowledge and enlightenment.

**Gown—**The gown for the bachelor’s degree is worn closed; it has pointed sleeves. The gown for the master’s degree may be worn open or closed; it has oblong sleeves with an arc cut away in front. Neither is trimmed. The gown for the doctoral degree is faced down the front with three bars of the same fabric circling the sleeves. This gown may be trimmed in black or a color that corresponds with the subject area. The doctoral tassel is gold. Generally the tassel is worn on the right front side of the mortarboard before the degree is conferred and transferred to the left afterward.

**Caps—**Commonly known as mortarboards, caps are black and the tassels may be black or a color that corresponds with the subject area. The doctoral tassel is gold. Generally the tassel is worn on the right front side of the mortarboard before the degree is conferred and transferred to the left afterward.

**Colors—**For all academic purposes, including tassels of caps, trimmings of doctoral gowns, and edging of hoods, colors are associated with subject areas. The following colors designate UW’s colleges and schools:

- Agriculture and Natural Resources—maize
- Arts and Sciences—white
- Business—sapphire blue
- Education—light blue
- Engineering and Applied Science—orange
- Honors Program—gold
- Health Sciences—green
- Law—purple
- Ph.D.—dark blue
- Ed.D.—light blue
- Energy Resources—golden yellow
- Environment and Natural Resources—bright green

**Hoods—**It is customary in most institutions to dispense with the hood for bachelor’s degrees. UW hoods the master’s and doctoral candidates as part of the ceremony. Candidates for the professional diploma wear their master’s hood.

The hood is always black. The master’s hood is three and one-half feet long. The doctoral hood is four feet long with side panels. Hoods are lined with the official color(s) of the college or university conferring the degree. The edge of the hood is velvet, and the color of the fabric indicates the degree subject.

**Ph.D.**—Deep sapphire blue
**Ed.D.**—Light blue
**M.P.H.**—Dark blue
**M.C.H.E.**—Green
**Professional diploma**—Bright green

**By June Etta Downey**

UW Professor of English and Philosophy (1905)
First woman in the United States to head an academic department (1915)
Honor Cords

University-wide
Gold: Graduating with academic distinction (summa cum laude, magna cum laude, or cum laude)
Red, White, and Blue: Served or is currently serving in the United States Armed Forces; representing the Army, Marine Corps, Navy, Air Force, Coast Guard, National Guard, and Reserves

College of Agriculture and Natural Resources
Gold: Ag Ambassadors
Gold and Green: Gamma Sigma Delta, Honor Society for Agriculture

College of Arts and Sciences
Blue and Yellow: Alpha Phi Sigma, Honor Society for Criminal Justice
Gold: Sigma Iota Rho, Honor Society for International Affairs
Gold Stole: Latinx cultural heritage, academic achievement, maturity in learning, and excellence in education
Light Blue and Red: Phi Alpha Theta, Honor Society for History
Platinum and Blue: Pi Chi, International Honor Society for Psychology
Red, Black, and White: Pi Sigma Alpha, National Honor Society for Political Science
Teal: Alpha Kappa Delta, International Honor Society for Sociology

Yellow and Blue: Pi Alpha Alpha, Global Honor Society for Public Affairs and Administration, as well as graduate students in Public Administration, Public Policy, and Public Affairs
Yellow and Maroon: Tau Sigma, National Honor Society for transfer students
Yellow and Red: Sigma Delta Pi, National Collegiate Hispanic Honor Society

College of Business
Red and Blue: Beta Gamma Sigma, Honor Society for Business

College of Education
Purple and Green: Kappa Delta Pi, International Honor Society for Education

College of Engineering and Applied Science
White Stole: Tau Beta Pi, Honor Society for Engineering, or Upsilon Pi Epsilon, International Honor Society for Computer Science.

College of Health Sciences
Black and Gray: Graduating with academic distinction in the School of Pharmacy
Blue: National Community Pharmacists Association
Blue and Orange: American Society of Health-System Pharmacists
Blue and White: Academy of Student Pharmacists
Green: College of Health Sciences Academic Scholar
Green and Gold: Phi Lambda Sigma, Pharmacy Leadership Society
Maroon and Gold: Phi Delta Chi, National Pharmacy fraternity
Orchid and White: Sigma Theta Tau International, Honor Society of Nursing
Purple: Graduating with academic distinction in academic excellence from Communication Disorders, graduate student
Purple and White: Rho Chi Academic Honorary, recognizing excellence in the area of Pharmacy
Royal Blue: Graduating with academic distinction in academic excellence from Communication Disorders, undergraduate student
Silver: NSSLHA Leadership in the Department of Communication Disorders
Gold Stole: Epsilon Delta chapter of Phi Alpha, Honor Society for Social Work

Haub School of Environment and Natural Resources
Green (height): Graduating from the Haub School of Environment and Natural Resources

School of Energy Resources
Red: Graduating from the School of Energy Resources

Honors College
Gold: Graduating from a program in the Honors College

8:30 a.m. Undergraduate Ceremony
Conferring Degrees in:
College of Arts & Sciences
Haub School of Environment and Natural Resources
College of Education
Haub School of Environment and Natural Resources
8:30 A.M. Undergraduate Ceremony

PROCessional.................................. Wyoming Jazz Ensemble, Ben Markley, Ph.D., Director of Jazz Studies

Presentation of Colors........................................ University of Wyoming Army ROTC

Welcome..............................................................Laurie S. Nichols, Ph.D., President of the University

Recognition of Honorary Marshals
Kay A. Persichitte, Ph.D., Professor, Professional Studies
James D. King, Ph.D., Professor, Political Science

Recognition of Leadership.................................Laurie S. Nichols, Ph.D., President of the University

Awarding of Honorary Degree.............................Neltje

Commencement Address....................................Sharon Haley Linhart '73

Celebration in Music..............................UW Happy Jacks, Nicole Lamartine, D.M.A., Director of Choirs

Alumni Association............Nycole Courtney '03, MS '05; Interim Associate VP & Dean of Students, University of Wyoming

Student Speaker.................................Emily Quallen; Wildlife & Fisheries Biology & Management, Environment & Natural Resources

Presentation of the Graduating Class...............Michael G. Barker, Ph.D., Chair, University of Wyoming Faculty Senate

Presentation of Diplomas.................................Laurie S. Nichols, Ph.D., President of the University

Authorization of Degrees...................................David True, President of the University of Wyoming Board of Trustees

Conferring of Degrees....................................Laurie S. Nichols, Ph.D., President of the University

Recessional........................................Wyoming Jazz Ensemble, Ben Markley, Ph.D., Director of Jazz Studies

Faculty Marshals
Stephanie Anderson, Ph.D., Political Science
Alan Buss, Ph.D., Elementary & Early Childhood Education
Beau Bingham, M.A., Communication & Journalism
Henry "Chip" Kobulnicky, Ph.D., Physics & Astronomy
Rudi Michalak, Ph.D., Physics & Astronomy
Tiger Robison, Ph.D., Music

Honorary Marshals

Kay A. Persichitte
Ph.D., Professor, Professional Studies

James D. King
Ph.D., Professor, Political Science

Kay Persichitte began her career teaching high school mathematics in Colorado. She holds a Ph.D. in educational technology. For the last 24 years, her teaching and research have focused in the areas of instructional design across educational and training settings and the development and implementation of effective distance learning environments. She is an internationally recognized leader in her field. Kay has served in administrative and faculty roles at UW. She is retiring as a professor of learning, design, and technology in the College of Education with deep gratitude for the opportunities she has had here.

James D. King is a professor of political science in the School of Politics, Public Affairs, and International Studies. He joined the UW faculty in 1992 to teach "American and Wyoming Government" and other classes related to American politics. He is a former president of the Southwestern Political Science Association and a recipient of the College of Arts and Science's Exemplary Faculty Award, the Promoting Intellectual Engagement in the First Year (PIE) Award for freshman classes, and the "Top Prof" Award of the University of Wyoming Mortar Board Society.

Keynote Speaker

Sharon Haley Linhart

A respected industry and community leader, Sharon Linhart brings keen business acumen, communications insights, and a unique style. Since she founded Linhart PR in 1996, the Denver-based firm gained a respected reputation as a global powerhouse known for uber-satisfied clients, award-winning results, talented staff, and an enviable culture. LInhart's professional strengths include crisis communications and strategic planning, executive counsel, and issues management. With her sensibility and motivational skills, Linhart is able to convene disparate parties and help resolve reputation-damaging issues.

Her civic and professional involvement includes the Boettcher Foundation Board of Trustees, Junior Achievement board, the Denver Area Council of the Boy Scouts of America trustees, the Women’s Forum of Colorado, National Western Association, and the Denver Press Club. Linhart graduated from the University of Wyoming with a B.A. in journalism in 1973. She helped to establish the Bristol Photojournalism Fellowship at UW in honor of a classmate, Larsh K. Bristol.
Paula Lust, Ph.D., Dean
Greg Brown, Ph.D., Associate Dean
Daniel Dale, Ph.D., Associate Dean
Tena Gabrielson, Ph.D., Associate Dean

Bachelor of Arts

Shelby Rose Alcorn: International Studies
Alvester Crets Alexander: Social Science
Amy Kaulyn Allen: History
Joshua Allen: Social Science
Maarya Ammoyo: Journalism
** Clarissa Anderson: Criminal Justice, Honors Program
Alek Joseph Angell: Philosophy, Environment and Natural Resources
Micah Apodaca: Sociology
Eduardo Nicolas Antigua-Salama: Political Science
Richard Calvin Arnet: Communication
Alexa Nicole Antina: Criminal Justice
Dylan Ray Bainer: Criminal Justice
Alvester Cero Alexander: International Studies
Teena Gabrielson, Ph.D., Associate Dean
Daniel Dale, Ph.D., Associate Dean
Greg Brown, Ph.D., Associate Dean
Paula Lutz, Ph.D., Dean

Bachelor of Arts

Taylor Jade Dewitt: Psychology
Kourtney Dooner: History
Sidney Lee Douglas: Philosophy
Karlyn Danielle Dunn: Communication
Sarah Destina Dvorak: Communication
Thomas Samuel Cano Eagan: History
Samuel Elibetha: Criminal Justice
Alexandra Edduck: Criminal Justice
** Celia Rose Eggert: English, Honors Program
** Sara Margaret Ellingsrud: International Studies, Spanish, Honors Program
Marthe Engvictor: Art
Jessica Marie Esparza: Criminal Justice
Nicholas Evans: Communication
Guil M. Factor: Communication
Clayton Fenster: Criminal Justice
Deborah Anne Fischer: Social Science
Anna Marie Heiner: Communication
- Kelly Cole Ficking: English, Honors Program
Dory M. Flowers: Social Science
Grant Alan Forrest: History
Jacob Roy Fourman: Criminal Justice, Sociology
Natalia Lara Fordwelt: Communication
Bryce Francois: Journalism
- Joshua Franke: English
Jordan French: Spanish
Sidney Faimon-Maloufa: Criminal Justice
Rico Gafford: Social Science
McKenna Gale: Art History
Scott Christopher Gambino: History
Sybuk Mercedes Garcia: Communication
Austin Liz Gard: Art
Alaya Corinne Gertin: Communication
Hope Golgar: Communication
Hannah Marie Gross: Anthropology
Seth Sigwell Haskins: Journalism
Erian M. Hall: Psychology
Ethan Austin Hall: Criminal Justice
Tanner Martin Hall: Criminal Justice
Roger Menger Hamacher: Communication
Deborah Taylor Hamby: Criminal Justice
Jamie Marie Hampton: Journalism
Taylor Rae Hanson: Communication
Eva Hanson: Art

Ashley Rose Harris: Anthropology
Rebecca Louise Harris: Art
Joseph Richard Haus: Criminal Justice
Alexander Meade Havens: History
> Ethan Melvin Jefferson Hawks: Criminal Justice, Psychology
Nancy A. Heiner: Communication, History, Honors Program
Luke Robert Hillman: Philosophy, Honors Program
Carrer John Hemann: Philosophy, Honors Program
Nicholas Robert Henry: Political Science
Claudia Yanez Hernandez Marquez: Sociology
Kheyri C. Herofield: Social Science
Madissen Anne Hester: English, Honors Program
Tylee Ashley Herland: Criminal Justice
* Sabrina Ann Heshelick: English
Geoffrey Bowes: History
Andrew Robert Hill: Spanish
Tony Hoi: Criminal Justice
James Henry Hallway: Psychology, Criminal Justice
> London Homes-Wambam: Self-Designed Major, Honors Program
Jingi Luke Hong: Criminal Justice
Mary Kathleen Hudson: Criminal Justice
Kathryn Marie Hull: English
* Maggie Joy Hum: International Studies
Bianca Estefania Infante De La Cruz: International Studies, Spanish
Kimberly Rachel Ippolito: International Studies
Kerena Jacques: Social Science
Garette Remington James: Criminal Justice
Joseph Mandelle Jamar Jennings: Political Science, International Studies
Nicholas Cooper Jensen: History
Brayden T. Joby: Social Science, Spanish
Kimbeth Y. Jualet: Social Science
Shelby L. Kappler: International Studies, Spanish, Honors Program
Ryan Kams: Criminal Justice
Chelsea M. Keith: Communication
Christopher Keller: Communication
Clark Kelly: Criminal Justice
Laura L. Kelly: English
Ashley Nicole Kerricks: Art
Zachary Thomas Kepler: Criminal Justice
Jacob P. Keuster: Art
Nicholas William Kessel: Sociology
* Madison McLean Klotter: Anthropology
Colter Kyle Koford: Criminal Justice
*~ Emily Erna Miller: Journalism, Sociology, Social Science
> Emily M. Leduc: Sociology, Political Science
Philip Albin Moline: International Studies
Francis Molina: Music, Criminal Justice
Alicia Kathryn Miller: Anthropology, Environment and Social Science
David Izaiah Mendoza: Criminal Justice, Anthropology
Patrick R. Meier: Communication, Religious Studies, Communication
Shelby J. McGuire: Social Science, Philosophy, International Studies, Russian
Anthropology
Olivia Yonette Mauk: International Studies, Criminal Justice
Jessica L Matthews: Art
Megan Martinez: International Studies, Criminal Justice
Rhemi Katherine Marlatt: Humanities/Fine Arts, Communication, Geology and Earth Sciences
Ema Lovric: Criminal Justice
Aiesha Jaine Lopez: Spanish, Spanish
Jennifer Llamas: Communication, Psychology, English, Honors Program
Jaxen James Lindhorst: Communication
Faith Lauren Liebzeit: International Studies, Communication
Breanna Leinen: Criminal Justice
Cassidy Michelle Lebsack: Political Science
Michael Thomas Lebeck: Journalism
Abigail V. Robinson: Social Science, Anthropology
Michaela Brooke Rich-Mooney: Psychology, English
Bailey Ann Richeson: Communication
Claire D. Quade: International Studies, Criminal Justice
Ashton Grace Proctor: Social Science, Criminal Justice
Theatre and Dance
Harlan Post: English, Honors Program
Eylisch Bradlie Mecomber Porter: Social Science
Eric V. Porter: Communication
Kendra Leigh O'Brien: Communication
Sarah Louise O'Brien: Communication, English, Honors Program
Kendra Leigh O'Brien: Communication
Sarah Louise O'Brien: Communication, Religious Studies
Denk Siemens: Communication
Mikalah Skates: International Studies, French
Alex Frank Skjesvold: History
Ethan Daniels Smith: Criminal Justice
Joshua Lee Smith: History
Seamus Joseph Smith: History
Madeline Smithshaker: International Studies, Honors Program
Sevila Marie Louise Sony: History
Nicole Leigh Sponholz: Criminal Justice
Taylor Stagner: American Studies
Magdalena Teresa Stencel: Communication, Social Science
Ronald Steventon: Sociology
Tessa Madson Stoneshave: Political Science
Matthew Kevin Stenley: English
*~ Ariana Nicole Strasheim: Anthropology
Emma Grace Thielk: Spanish, Honors Program
Sandra Elzbieta Zarzycka: Theatre and Dance
Stephanie Brinanna Young: Communication
Jenna Yoches: Psychology
Nadko Yoshihara: Communication
Stephanie Brianna Young: Theatre and Dance
Sandra Elbiets Zarrzycka: Anthropology
**~ Gabriel K. Selbing: International Studies, Honors Program
John William Serrit: Criminal Justice
Trent Amo Sewell: Criminal Justice
Steven Earl Shaffer: Communication
Tess Madison Stonehouse: History
International Studies, French
Dan Nachtigal: Communication, International Studies
Brandon W. Muller: International Studies, Criminal Justice
Don Nachtingal: Communication
John Dominic Nelson: Criminal Justice
Dimitri Andrei Nedohin: International Studies
Anthony M. Noyes: Religious Studies
Kendra Leigh O'Brien: Communication
Sarah Louise O'Brien: Political Science
Bidahiro Nishibata Oghosina: Social Science
Michelle Renae Oliva: Social Science
Mckayla Olsen: Criminal Justice
Bailey Zara Marie Pachek: Anthropology
William J. Padlock: English
Carla Lune Page: Criminal Justice, Environment and Natural Resources
Michael Phillip Paulsen: Criminal Justice
Bailey Marie Poyton: English
Savanna Winz Pfeffring: Sociology
Philip Karl Pelkey: History
Juan Pablo Perez Garcia: Communication
Tegan Peterson: Criminal Justice
Hedi L. Ples: Criminal Justice, Sociology
Alisia Phillips: Humanities/Fine Arts
Angelique N. Phillips: Anthropology
Benjamin J. Pfeifer: French
*~ Erik Forrest Pikes: Russian, Criminal Justice, Honors Program
Adam Joseph Pilapil: Communication
Allen Gene Pinn II: Communication
Benjamin Platt: English, Honors Program
Charles Polham: Political Science
Kyle Wade Pope: Communication
Eric V. Porter: Social Science
Eylisch Bradlie Mecomber Porter: English
Harlan Post: Theatre and Dance
*~ Katrina Radelle Rounds: Criminal Justice
Robert Pinner: Social Science
Ashron Grace Prow: Criminal Justice
Claire D. Quade: Gender and Women's Studies, Honors Program
Paige Elizabeth Graef: Kathlen Reaching, Communication
Baylor Ann Richardson: Psychology, English
Michaela Brooke Rich-Mooney: Anthropology
Morgan Wynne Robins: Anthropology
Abigail V. Robinson: Social Science
*~ Summa cum laude **~ Magna cum laude *~ Cum laude >~ Two Degrees (each major listed after name) ~= Phi Beta Kappa

Astin Marie Kordon: International Studies
Daniel Boyon Lancaneta: Spanish
Steven Le Blanc: Anthropology
Michael Thomas Lebeck: Journalism
Cursid Michelle Lebecque: English
*~ Emily M. Leduc: Sociology, Spanish, French
Kayla Kilen Leonset: Criminal Justice
Breanna Leinen: Art
Shelley Lewis: International Studies
Fair Lauren Liechthein: Criminal Justice
Hillary D. Lindell: Communication
Jason James Lindhorst: Criminal Justice
Jamie Eileen Lindsey: Art
Thomas James Lipina: Jr. Communication
Jennifer Llamas: Spanish
Tania Ponogolala Lohoshe: Spanish
Arieh Jane Lopez: Criminal Justice
Era Lorrain Love: Criminal Justice
Thomas R. Luzier: Geology and Earth Sciences
Landon Christian Loyd Lybek: Communication
Laecy Lynn Maddox: Humanities/Fine Arts
Rhiem Katherine Marlan: International Studies
Megan Mariner: Art
Jessica L. Mathews: Criminal Justice
Oliva Yonette Maik: International Studies
Evangelina Virginia Mavrosaul: Anthropology
Cara R. Mc Gillen: International Studies, Russian
Tessa Pamela McColl: Philosophy
Michael W. McDaniell, Jr.: Social Science
Shelby J. McGuire: Communication
Costanna Lea McKentney: Religious Studies
Amanda Nicole Mccullum: Communication
Patrick R. Meier: Criminal Justice
David Isaiah Mendosa: Anthropology, Environment and Natural Resources
Alisia Kathryn Miller: Criminal Justice
Aron David Miller: Music
*~ Emily Erna Miller: International Studies
Francis Molina: African and American Diaspora Studies
Philip Allen Molina: Music
Paige Kathleen More: Social Science
Tori Jean Moore: Sociology
Erininda Abigail Morales: Journalism
Joyce H. Morgan: Political Science
Robin Colleen Morrison: Communication
Constance L. Mugenburg: Art
Brandon W. Muller: International Studies
Don Nachtingal: Communication
John Dominic Nelson: Criminal Justice
Dimitri Andrei Nedohin: International Studies
Anthony M. Noyes: Religious Studies
Kendra Leigh O’Brien: Communication
Sarah Louise O’Brien: Political Science
Bidahiro Nishibata Oghosina: Social Science
Michelle Renae Oliva: Social Science
Mckayla Olsen: Criminal Justice
Bailey Zara Marie Pachek: Anthropology
William J. Padlock: English
Carla Lune Page: Criminal Justice, Environment and Natural Resources
Michael Phillip Paulsen: Criminal Justice
Bailey Marie Poyton: English
Savanna Winz Pfeffring: Sociology
Philip Karl Pelkey: History
Juan Pablo Perez Garcia: Communication
Tegan Peterson: Criminal Justice
Hedi L. Ples: Criminal Justice, Sociology
Alisia Phillips: Humanities/Fine Arts
Angelique N. Phillips: Anthropology
Benjamin J. Pfeifer: French
*~ Erik Forrest Pikes: Russian, Criminal Justice, Honors Program
Adam Joseph Pilapil: Communication
Allen Gene Pinn II: Communication
Benjamin Platt: English, Honors Program
Charles Polham: Political Science
Kyle Wade Pope: Communication
Eric V. Porter: Social Science
Eylisch Bradlie Mecomber Porter: English
Harlan Post: Theatre and Dance
*~ Katrina Radelle Rounds: Criminal Justice
Robert Pinner: Social Science
Ashron Grace Prow: Criminal Justice
Claire D. Quade: Gender and Women's Studies, Honors Program
Paige Elizabeth Graef: Kathlen Reaching, Communication
Baylor Ann Richardson: Psychology, English
Michaela Brooke Rich-Mooney: Anthropology
Morgan Wynne Robins: Anthropology
Abigail V. Robinson: Social Science
*~ Summa cum laude **~ Magna cum laude *~ Cum laude >~ Two Degrees (each major listed after name) ~= Phi Beta Kappa

Kyle Christopher Robinson: Journalism
Lorena M. Robinson: Social Science
Sara Morgan Ruggieri: Theatre and Dance
*~ Joseph Rutkowsko: International Studies
Christopher R. Ruan: Political Science
Clinten D. Salyards: Social Science
Lily Salar: International Studies, Spanish
*~ Emily Schmelzle: Political Science, Honors Program
*~ Andrew Konrad Schuster: History, Honors Program
Mary Alice Schroepfer: History, Religious Studies
*~ Gabriel K. Selbing: International Studies, Honors Program
John William Serrit: Criminal Justice
Trent Amo Sewell: Criminal Justice
Steven Earl Shaffer: Communication
Riley T. Shaugern: Philosophy, Psychology
Paul Austin Short: Psychology
Johanna G. Smith: Gender and Women's Studies
Evangeline Ann Sinksiewicz: Religious Studies
Denk Siemens: Communication
Mikalah Skates: International Studies, French
*~ Alex Frank Skjesvold: History
Ethan Daniels Smith: Criminal Justice
Joshua Lee Smith: History
Seamus Joseph Smith: History
Madeline Smithshaker: International Studies, Honors Program
Sevila Marie Louise Sony: History
Nicole Leigh Sponholz: Criminal Justice
Taylor Stagner: American Studies
Magdalena Teresa Stencel: Communication, Social Science
Ronald Steventon: Sociology
Tessa Madson Stoneshave: Political Science
Matthew Kevin Stenley: English
*~ Ariana Nicole Strasheim: Anthropology
Vivian Perry Stuar: Communication
Drew Ann Studer: American Studies, Environment and Natural Resources
Tessa Madson Stoneshave: Russian, Art
Michael Talmadge: Criminal Justice
Logan Taylor: Spanish
Ryan J. Taylor: Criminal Justice
Habibom B. Telde: Psychology
Lee D. Tendore: American Indian Studies
Kelly Ann Tendol: Social Science
Jose Terry: International Studies
Castin Theofiltei: English
** Emma Grace Thielk: American Studies, Honors Program
Padara Thomas: English
Anne Parker Todd: International Studies
Anne Parker Todd: Journalism, Honors Program
Justin R. Tolman: Social Science
Eric Tomasselli: Criminal Justice
Scott Michael Tombrink: Philosophy
Chloe Parise Travis: Political Sciences
Kennedy Diane Towey: English
*~ Mike Urie: Spanish, Honors Program
Stephen Chase Valdez: American Indian Studies
Elizabeth Rose Valentine: Anthropology
Susan Elizabeth Vansante: Anthropology
Sean Varela: English
Megan Elanlae Vehofski: Journalism
Adam Stone Vernon: English, Spanish
Gema Gal Vidaovich: Humanities/Fine Arts
Andrew Thomas Vehofski: Communication
Michael Anthony Ward: Spanish
*~ Meredith Leigh Weber: Psychology, Sociology
Johnathan C. Wierse: Criminal Justice
Josh D. Wierse: Criminal Justice
Brooke Nicole White: International Studies
Christina L. Williamson: Social Science
Malorie Leans Williamson: Journalism
Shana Marie Wilson: Criminal Justice, Political Science
Kyle Ron Wirth: International Studies, Russian
Tyler Scott Wolfgang: Humanities/Fine Arts
Jenna Yoches: Psychology
Nadko Yoshihara: Communication
Stephanie Brianna Young: Theatre and Dance
Sandra Elbiets Zarrzycka: Anthropology
*** = Summa cum laude ** = Magna cum laude * = Cum laude > = Two Degrees (each major listed after name) ~= Phi Beta Kappa
Bachelor of Fine Arts

James Jared Arzamas: Theatre and Dance
Kathryn Chelsea Baker: Art
Mariah Leigh Brewers: Theatre and Dance, Honors Program
Heidi Elizabeth Carlson: Theatre and Dance
Garrett Robert Cram: Art
Daniel Lewis Dugle: Theatre and Dance
Elizabeth Marie Daly: Theatre and Dance
Kathryn Leigh Demuth: Theatre and Dance, Honors Program
Peyton Fitzgerald: Art
Kelsey Anne Hendrick: Theatre and Dance
Curtis Nathan Holcombe: Art

Bachelor of Music

Tyler James Baker: Music Education
Allen Ben Burke: Music Education
Ashley Nicole Burns: Music Education
Hayden Butterfield: Music Education
Molly Grace DeLaU: Music Performance
Hannah Ruth Green: Music Education
Lauren Nicole Larson: Music Performance
Max Steven Marquis: Music Education
Sean William McKay: Music Education
Jaden David Miller: Music Education
Blair Taylor Mothershire: Music Education
Amber Nicole Sturdevant: Music Education
* Estela Rose Torres: Music Education

Bachelor of Science

Laura Louise Kelly: Theatre and Dance, Honors Program
Bryan James Lane: Art
Sheridan Beth McKinley: Theatre and Dance, Honors Program
*** Sierra Moreen: Art
Haley Michelle Nigro: Theatre and Dance, Honors Program
Mirela Conca O'Connor: Theatre and Dance
Elina Christina Osburn: Theatre and Dance
Kirstin Amanda Sterling: Theatre and Dance
Alexine Lynn Summerville: Art
Sarah Elizabeth Truwit: Art

Tiffany Leigh Andersen:
Hannah Marie Belleau:
Physiology
Ty A Beck:
Geology
Communication
Megan Nicole Beck:
Kenndrea J. Bazal:
Mathematics
Samantha M. Baurle:
Psychology
Geology
Jaron James Bartoszek:
Geology
Mathematics
E. John Barsotti:
Communication, Spanish
Erika Marie Baker:
Lily Gail Austin:
Psychology
Psychology
Psychology
Jenny E. Berdaho:
Psychology
Harold Bernard: Physiology
Yvonne Danette Bicoy:
Physiology
Chandler Billingham:
Physiology
Angie A. Blanchard: Physiology
Nicholas David Bolton: Chemistry (ACS Approved)
Andrew James Bonfield: Psychology
Adagaga E. Bonfim: Social Science
Natalie Irene Booth: Zoology
Lucas Minue Bosh: Physiology
Eric Marshall Brant: Geology
* Sarah Nicole Brannon: Psychology, Honors Program

*** = Summa cum laude ** = Magna cum laude * = Cum laude > = Two Degrees (each major listed after name) ~ = Phi Beta Kappa

Jessica Marie Brown: Biology
Chanel Marie Brunner: Psychology
* Tara Theresa Brunna: Psychology
* Tara Theresa Brunna: Psychology, Honors Program
Trace Beckert: Zoology
Tonya Jo Ann Bunn: Psychology
Savannah Marie Caudine: Biology
Sarah E. Carlson: Psychology
Jamie G. Carpenter: Geology
Hannah Dayle Carr: Social Science
Peggy Rudi Chlebana: Psychology
Anne Margaret Chorncash: Physiology
Erin Nicole Choinski: Physics
** Leidi Eileen Christophsen: Psychology
Alexis Beum Coco: Psychology
Emily Sarah Cokl: Zoology
Colman B. Cooke: Biology, Environment and Natural Resources
Megan Grace Cooke: Zoology
Thyme Leesa Cooke: Zoology
* Cambria Mae Coons: Psychology
Kyle Crousing: Chemistry (ACS Approved)
Nico Coppe: Physics
Jess Crain: Psychology
Anna Cramer: Psychology
Christopher J. Cramer: Physics
Matthew A. Crosw: Biology
Christine Lynn Cunningham: Mathematics/Science
Jaquelyn Dalbradys: Psychology
Alanna Gabrielle Dossell: Zoology
Erik Davis: Biology
Ryan Eugene Davies: Geography, Environment and Natural Resources
Tiffany Davies: Psychology
Chloe Delving: Psychology
Caroline Kelli DeWitt: Psychology
Samuel Rutherford Di Lellis: Mathematics
Alanna Gabrielle Dossell: Zoology
*** = Summa cum laude ** = Magna cum laude * = Cum laude > = Two Degrees (each major listed after name) ~ = Phi Beta Kappa

*** Summa cum laude ** = Magna cum laude * = Cum laude > = Two Degrees (each major listed after name) ~ = Phi Beta Kappa

Veronica Rochelle Belmont: Psychology
Jenny E. Berdaho-Britton: Psychology
Tirion Andrew Berger: Physiology
Harold Bernard: Physiology
Yvonne Danette Bicoy: Physiology
Chandler Billingham: Physiology
Angie A. Blanchard: Physiology
Nicholas David Bolton: Chemistry (ACS Approved)
Andrew James Bonfield: Psychology
Adagaga E. Bonfim: Social Science
Natalie Irene Booth: Zoology
Lucas Minue Bosh: Physiology
Eric Marshall Brant: Geology
* Sarah Nicole Brannon: Wildlife and Fisheries Biology and Environmental Science

Ty A Beck: Geology
Hannah Marie Belleau: Physiology

Darcye Inhulsen: Psychology
Melissa L. Hoang: Physics
Victor Manuel Hernandez Cabello: Wildlife and Fisheries Biology and Management
Hagen M. Hamilton: Psychology
Angelic Mac Haney: Geology
Veronica Michelle Hartway: Geography
Erika Nichelle Hardin: Psychology
Keith A. Harmon: Mathematics/Science
Andrea Dawn Harington: Psychology
Melina D. Harris: Psychology
Thomas O. Harris: Biology
Kasidy Marie Hayes: Psychology
Anna Rose Hepp: Wildlife and Fisheries Biology and Management
Victoria Manuel Hernandez Cabell: Psychology, Spanish
Joann L. Hilman: Physics
Melissa L. Hoang: Psychology
Josiah David Hogan: Psychology
Michael R. Holm: Biology
Taylor John Hope: Psychology
Preston Dale Robert Hunt: Psychology
Brian Hurley: Mathematics, Psychology
Darcye Selvakumar: Psychology
Holly Ann Ivins: Psychology
Bachelor of Science, continued

Joseph Douglas Jackson: Political Science

Nicole Alexa McConnell: Physiology

McAn T. Jameson: Psychology

Nicole Marie McConnel: Environmental Geology/Geohydrology

Kaye C. McHale: Physiology

Karey K. McMillin Cook: Psychology

Karey Jane McNinch: Geography

Austin John Melanne: Geology

Alexa Nicole Midrude: Psychology, Honors Program

Gabriel Nagy Miller: Physics, Honors Program

Levi August Mecklin: Physiology

Stephanie Lyn Mourn: Forestry, (ACS Approved)

Emily Ann Moore: Psychology

> Marissa Christina More: Physiology, Honors Program

Sarah Elizabeth Morton: Physiology, Honors Program

Crystal Jasmine Munoz: Biology

Marina Mars: Environmental Geology/Geohydrology

James Muselman: Wildlife and Fisheries Biology and Management

Kimberly Dolores Nazif: Physiology

Kailie Naznin: Physiology

Wade Nelson: Physiology

Hayley Newman: Psychology

Selena Nova: Wildlife and Fisheries Biology and Management

Brooke Presented: Nutrition

Anna Marie O'Malley: Physiology

* Hannah Ondruch: Biology

Edward Louis Ochsner: Physiology

Miranda Lynn Paddock: Mathematics

Luke Michael Pain: Physiology

Ty Park: Zoology

Scott T. Panini: Environmental Geology/Geohydrology

Jackson Allen Paulson: Chemistry

Khamis Maria Peoples: Psychology

Shiloh Kristine Percy: Psychology

Hunter LeRoy Peterson: Zoology

Robert Piper: Social Science

Halei S. Starr: Physiology

Taylor Clark Steinmetz: Physiology

Diyus storm: Psychology

Shelley Beverly Stone: Psychology

Juliette Storms: Zoology

* Julie Quinn Sturdivant: Psychology

** Nathan T. Swaim: Psychology

Karti Siava Swenson: Biology, Honors Program

Jodi Talbot: Psychology

Kelly Lynn Tarbet: Psychology

** Ashleigh Marie Rhee: Wildlife and Fisheries Biology and Management, Honors Program

Tristan Rice: Environmental Geology/Geohydrology

Paul Oliver Richer: Mathematics

Christian Isaac Robinson: Sociology

Ranger Rogers: Social Science

Gabriel James Rooker: Mathematics/Science

David Miles Rule: Physiology

Nathan T. Swaim: Wildlife and Fisheries Biology and Management

Priscilla Ramires: Psychology

Johanna Sanchez: Wildlife and Fisheries Biology and Management

Douglas Jack David Sandridge: Zoology, Microbiology

Lauren Margaret Scandinavian: Physiology, Honors Program

Daneilles Paige Schuchmann: Astronomy and Astrophysics, Physics

Thoren Shupa: Mathematics

Timothy Joseph Sirkens: Wildlife and Fisheries Biology and Management

Samuel Sommer: Wildlife and Fisheries Biology and Management, Environmental and Natural Resources

Beverly Ann Spencer: Psychology

Haile S. Sullins: Physiology

** Renae Wollman: Physiology, Honors Program

Britni Ann Yeigh: Physiology

Chemistry

Changgong Xu: Psychology

Noel Louise Williams: Psychology

Lakyn Salena White: Zoology

Noel Louise Williams: Psychology

Robert W. Wingert: Biology

** Renae Wollman: Physiology, Honors Program

Johnathan K. Wright: Psychology

Changgong Xu: Chemistry

Brice Ann Yeigh: Physiology

Rey R. Wright: Physics

*** = Summa cum laude ** = Magna cum laude * = Cum laude > = Two Degrees (each major listed after name) ~ = Phi Beta Kappa
Bachelor of Art

Rachel Abbott: Elementary Education
Crystal Irene Abreu: Elementary Education
Tegan Megan Allbridge: Elementary Education
Danielle M. Altman: Elementary Education
Deek James Allston: Secondary Education, Political Science
Brandon Lee Anderson: Elementary Education
* Zachary D. Anderson: Secondary Education, Biology
* Anna Andelopoulos: Elementary Education
* Kimberly Angler: Elementary Education
Trifly Maxine Applequist: Elementary Education
Matthew Atroilo: Elementary Education
Kathryn Chloe Baker: Art Education, Honors Program
Kayse Michelle Baker: Secondary Education, Mathematics
Logan Patrick Barker: Elementary Education
Ivy Lee Ann Barnes: Secondary Education, Mathematics
Kayleigh Morgan Barnett: Elementary Education
Emily Isabelle Basin: Secondary Education, English
Chancery Rae Baut: Elementary Education
Savanna P. Bayless: Elementary Education
Kiley Marie Bennett: Elementary Education
Irme Marie Bernd: Secondary Education, English
* Alanna Suzanne Biorganski: Secondary Education, English, Honors Program
Angela Christine Bioum: Elementary Education
Jessica Lynn Bone: Elementary Education
Barry James Bourdon: Elementary Education
Amanda K. Bridges: Elementary Education
Allysa Ann-Marie Brown: Elementary Education
Kendall E. Brown: Elementary Education
Kerstin Donna Brown: Elementary Education
Michelle Lynn Buckeloff: Elementary Education
* Brittany A. Buckler: Elementary Education, Honors Program
Jyela Bulow: Elementary Education
* Tomya J. Bute: Elementary Education
* Amanda Matic Candido: Elementary Education
* Jonathan Scott Cauffman: Secondary Education, Chemistry, Mathematics

* Summa cum laude ** Magna cum laude * Cum laude > Two Degrees (each major listed after name) = Phi Beta Kappa

Samantha Nicole Caiacon: Elementary Education
Brookelyn Paige Chambers: Secondary Education, English
Erika Nicole Chomnoki: Secondary Education
Logan R. Christensen: Secondary Education, Mathematics
Jodi LeAnn Cole: Elementary Education
* Megan Claudia Cook: Secondary Education, History
Lauren Michelle Cote: Elementary Education
* Bethany Nicole Crego: Elementary Education
Tyler Ray Cramm: Elementary Education
Sahbra Marie Culp: Elementary Education
Jack Harlow Daniels: Secondary Education, History
Kaleigh C. Dixon: Elementary Education
Jessica B. Douglas: Elementary Education
Morgan Downs Wright: Elementary Education
Emma Lee Estep: Elementary Education
Katherine Alice Fletcher: Elementary Education
Mikayla Fox: Elementary Education
Taylor Lauren Frazier: Elementary Education
Kellen Stanley Friedman: Elementary Education
Siera M. Galicia: Secondary Education, Mathematics, Spanish, Honors Program
Kiri Rae Gagnon: Elementary Education
Ashley N. Garcia: Secondary Education, History
Benjamin Gates: Secondary Education, Mathematics
Kaylor D. Gelez: Elementary Education
Alexa Rose Guizziere: Elementary Education
Paige Elizabeth Hakewild: Secondary Education, English, Spanish, Honors Program
Samantha Lee Hansen: Secondary Education, English
Jacob Scott Hurkin: Art Education, Art
Amanda Rose Hurekog: Elementary Education
Christa Hazelton: Elementary Education
Andrea Shail Hayes: Elementary Education
Bauer Mary Heintz: Elementary Education
Grace Madison Henderson: Secondary Education, English
Karya Henry: Elementary Education
Taylor W. Herron: Secondary Education, English
Samantha Nicole Hicham: Elementary Education
Brooklyn Paige Chambers: Secondary Education, English
Erika Nicole Chomnoki: Secondary Education
Logan R. Christensen: Secondary Education, Mathematics
Jodi LeAnn Cole: Elementary Education
* Megan Claudia Cook: Secondary Education, History
Lauren Michelle Cote: Elementary Education
* Bethany Nicole Crego: Elementary Education
Tyler Ray Cramm: Elementary Education
Sahbra Marie Culp: Elementary Education
Jack Harlow Daniels: Secondary Education, History
Kaleigh C. Dixon: Elementary Education
Jessica B. Douglas: Elementary Education
Morgan Downs Wright: Elementary Education
Emma Lee Estep: Elementary Education
Katherine Alice Fletcher: Elementary Education
Mikayla Fox: Elementary Education
Taylor Lauren Frazier: Elementary Education
Kellen Stanley Friedman: Elementary Education
Siera M. Galicia: Secondary Education, Mathematics, Spanish, Honors Program
Kiri Rae Gagnon: Elementary Education
Ashley N. Garcia: Secondary Education, History
Benjamin Gates: Secondary Education, Mathematics
Kaylor D. Gelez: Elementary Education
Alexa Rose Guizziere: Elementary Education
Paige Elizabeth Hakewild: Secondary Education, English, Spanish, Honors Program
Samantha Lee Hansen: Secondary Education, English
Jacob Scott Hurkin: Art Education, Art
Amanda Rose Hurekog: Elementary Education
Christa Hazelton: Elementary Education
Andrea Shail Hayes: Elementary Education
Bauer Mary Heintz: Elementary Education
Grace Madison Henderson: Secondary Education, English
Karya Henry: Elementary Education
Taylor W. Herron: Secondary Education, English

Bachelor of Education

D. Ray Reutzel, Ph.D., Dean
Leslie Ruth, Ph.D., Associate Dean of Undergraduate Programs
Suzanne Young, Ph.D., Associate Dean of Graduate Programs

Danielle R. Higgins: Secondary Education, History
Hannah Houser: Secondary Education, History
Shelby McKenzie Hoffmann: Elementary Education
John Stephen Hoit: Secondary Education, History
Brooke L. Hopkins: Art Education, Art
Anna Kathleen Hudson: Elementary Education
Jmar Marie Hudson: Elementary Education
Amanda Hughes: Elementary Education
Savanna Isak: Elementary Education
Thomas Michael Jenkins: Secondary Education, Mathematics
Kyle Marie Jones: Elementary Education
* Shavon Marie Kafka: Elementary Education
Taylor Marie Kinder: Elementary Education
Brooke Kellow: Art Education, Art
Leonna Jane Kent: Secondary Education, Mathematics
Sydney Kasandra Kerchieson: Elementary Education
Hannah Jo Kyle: Secondary Education, Biology
Cade Ashton Kukh: Elementary Education
Logan Dyer Kirkland: Elementary Education
Justin Kein: Elementary Education, Honors Program
Blake Richard Kroeze: Secondary Education, History
Carl W. Kruezl: Elementary Education
Morgan Michele Krzywlo: Secondary Education, Biology
Emily Nichole Kutz: Elementary Education
Jessica J. Laman: Elementary Education
Rachael Marie LaVizzio: Elementary Education
Amit Christie Layden: Elementary Education, Honors Program
Jessica Leach: Secondary Education, Political Science
* Emily Irene Lewis: Elementary Education
Jordan L. Leyba: Secondary Education, History
Bailey Dawn Loflin: Elementary Education
Emily A. Losa: Elementary Education
Sarah R. Markel: Elementary Education
* Allison Taylor Marsh: Elementary Education, Honors Program
Michaela L. McPey: Elementary Education
Laura Castrin Menner: Secondary Education, English
Sawyer C. Mendel: Elementary Education
Lauren M. Milazzo: Elementary Education
Savannah Mitchell: Secondary Education, History
Kristylan Skum Monec: Elementary Education
Elizabeth Jan Muilak-Muik: Elementary Education
Lauren Alves Mugg: Elementary Education, Honors Program
Matthew Douglas Murphy: Secondary Education, History
Sannijuk Nagle: Art Education, Art

* Summa cum laude ** Magna cum laude * Cum laude > Two Degrees (each major listed after name) = Phi Beta Kappa

Malie G. Noves: Elementary Education
> Shaylan Ray Nettles: Elementary Education, Art Education, Art
Jennifer Newton: Elementary Education
* Emily Ann Nielsen: Secondary Education, English
Aurora Lee Niewend: Secondary Education, Geriatrics
Heather Grace O’leary: Elementary Education
Julanne C. Pace: Elementary Education
Savanna Marie Page: Elementary Education
Kendall Scott Palm: Elementary Education
Chelsi Jo Parsons: Secondary Education, History
Tori Carol Pike: Art Education, Art
Rock Thomas Pontillo: Elementary Education
* Taylor L. Popik: Elementary Education
David Mitchell Ray: Secondary Education, Spanish
Amaro Remedia: Elementary Education
Sarah Marie Richards: Elementary Education
Brandon Michael Ridervat: Secondary Education, Mathematics
Jessie Marie Radler: Elementary Education
Olivia Jean Roberts: Elementary Education
Caleb Thomas Sexton: Secondary Education, English
Kelsey A. Sennett: Elementary Education
Sawyer Thomas Seville: Secondary Education, History
Andrea J. Shahan: Elementary Education
Jacob Russell Simpson: Elementary Education
Amber Lynn Simo: Elementary Education
Brandi Elaine Smith: Elementary Education
Jorin T. Smith: Elementary Education
* Keri Michelle Snow: Elementary Education
Kromise MacSoule: Elementary Education
Phebron Inez Spalding: Secondary Education, History
Olivia M. Spans: Elementary Education
Paige Swain: Elementary Education
* Sarah Frances Steen: Elementary Education
Rachel L. Swallow: Elementary Education
Marley Elizabeth Taylor: Elementary Education
Ashley Dakota Templeton: Elementary Education
* Catherine Elizabeth Tiland: Elementary Education
Zachary Grey Tilson: Secondary Education, Spanish
Sandrea Torti: Elementary Education
* Cassondra N. Underwood: Elementary Education
Antonia Raye Valdes: Elementary Education
Maximiliano Vega: Secondary Education, Spanish
Kimberly Beth Vogli: Elementary Education
Ana Betzabeth Villasenor: Secondary Education, Mathematics

* Summa cum laude ** Magna cum laude * Cum laude > Two Degrees (each major listed after name) = Phi Beta Kappa

Leslie Rush, Ph.D., Associate Dean of Undergraduate Programs
Suzanne Young, Ph.D., Associate Dean of Graduate Programs

Bachelor of Education
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Bachelor of Arts, continued

Kaiden Thomas Walk: Elementary Education
McKenna Louise Crooks Walker: Secondary Education, English
Kailyn Z. Warshak: Secondary Education, English
Jessie Webb: Elementary Education
Kari Marie Webb: Elementary Education
Lauren Francesca Wintel: Secondary Education, Mathematics
Cody Wilborn: Elementary Education
Isaac Paul West: Elementary Education
Garret Westlake: Elementary Education
Tyler D. Whitenham: Elementary Education

Kayla Diane Whiting: Elementary Education, Honors Program
*** Valerie Marie Williams: Elementary Education
Ellis Wynne Withrow: Secondary Education
Courtney Wood: Elementary Education
Marah Lee Woodford: Elementary Education
* Keley Marie Wooldridge: Elementary Education
Randy Dale Wright: Elementary Education
Jessica Lynn Wursel: Secondary Education, Chemistry
Kyle J. Yerkovich: Elementary Education

Bachelor of Science

Jeremiah B. Benedix: Industrial Technology Education
William Taylor Dalles: Agricultural Education
Jacob L. Daniel: Industrial Technology Education
Nicholas Edelman: Agricultural Education
Emily Ann Elwood: Agricultural Education
Ian Christopher Feathers: Industrial Technology Education
Melissa J. Heck: Industrial Technology Education
Cheyenne Nicole Heubat: Agricultural Education
Beau J. Miller: Agricultural Education
Hannah Elizabeth Nordby: Agricultural Education
Michael David Northrup: Industrial Technology Education
Paul Plourde: Industrial Technology Education
Dylan A. Yentes: Industrial Technology Education

Haub School of Environment and Natural Resources

Melinda Harm Benson, J.D., Dean

Bachelor of Science

Andreas Michaels DeGrave: Environmental Systems Science
Hillary Donovan: Environmental Systems Science, Environment and Natural Resources, Honors Program
Jennett Ndemunmadewa: Environmental Systems Science, Religious Studies

MacKenzie W. Price: Environmental Systems Science
Samantha Zavola: Environmental Systems Science, Environment and Natural Resources

*** = Summa cum laude  ** = Magna cum laude  * = Cum laude  > = Two Degrees (each major listed after name)  - = Phi Beta Kappa

12:00 P.M. GRADUATE CEREMONY

Conferring Degrees in:
College of Agriculture and Natural Resources
College of Arts & Sciences
College of Business
College of Education
College of Engineering and Applied Science
College of Health Sciences
Haub School of Environment and Natural Resources
College of Law
12:00 p.m. Graduate Ceremony

PROCESIONAL ................................................. Brass Ensemble, Scott Meredith, Ph.D., Brass Area Coordinator

PRESENTATION OF COLORS ............................................................. University of Wyoming Army ROTC

WELCOME ........................................................................ James Ahern, Ph.D., Vice Provost for Graduate Education

RECOGNITION OF HONORARY MARSHALS
Robert L. Kelly, Ph.D., Professor, Archaeology
Michelle Buchanan, Ph.D., Professor, Elementary & Early Childhood Education

RECOGNITION OF LEADERSHIP .................... James Ahern, Ph.D., Vice Provost for Graduate Education

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS .......................................................... Erin Campbell, Ph.D., ’97

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION .......... Keener Fry, Executive Director, University of Wyoming Alumni Association

STUDENT SPEAKER .......................................................... Stephanie Bachtelle Stacy, Ph.D., Clinical Psychology

PRESENTATION OF THE GRADUATING CLASS ............... Michael G. Barker, Ph.D., Chair, University of Wyoming Faculty Senate

PRESENTATION OF DIPLOMAS ..................................................... James Ahern, Ph.D., Vice Provost for Graduate Education

AUTHORIZATION OF DEGREES .................................................... David True, President of the University of Wyoming Board of Trustees

CONFERRING OF DEGREES .................................................. James Ahern, Ph.D., Vice Provost for Graduate Education

RECESSIONAL ........................................... Brass Ensemble, Scott Meredith, Ph.D., Brass Area Coordinator

HONORARY MARSHALS

Robert L. Kelly
Ph.D., Professor
Archaeology

Michelle Buchanan
Ph.D., Professor
Elementary & Early Childhood Education

Robert Kelly has worked in the field of archaeology since 1973 and has been a professor of anthropology at the University of Wyoming since 1997. He is a past president of the Society for American Archaeology, and is editor of American Antiquity, the leading journal of North American archaeology. He has authored over 100 articles, books, and monographs and is considered a world authority on hunting and gathering societies.

Michelle Buchanan has been a faculty member in the Department of Elementary and Early Childhood Education at the University of Wyoming for 21 years. She teaches undergraduate and graduate courses in early childhood education and early childhood special education. Academic interests include family-centered practice in early childhood special education, strategies for inclusion, and play, disability, and learning. She is the recipient of the Lantz Distinguished Professor in Education award.

KEYNOTE SPEAKER

Erin Campbell

Dr. Erin Campbell is the Wyoming State Geologist, the first woman to hold this position. After receiving a bachelor’s degree from Occidental College, she earned a Ph.D. in geology at the University of Wyoming, then worked as a geologist for Chevron several years before returning to Wyoming. During her 15 years at UW, she taught in the Department of Geology and Geophysics, directed the Geology Field Camp, and conducted research in structural geology and geomechanics. She was appointed by Governor Mead as Wyoming State Geologist in the fall of 2017. Campbell also enjoys raising her two teenage children, as well as camping, fishing, and quilting.
College of Agriculture and Natural Resources

Frank Gale, Ph.D., Dean
Bret Heus, Ph.D., Associate Dean
Glen Whipple, Ph.D., Associate Dean

Doctor of Philosophy

Albert Tetteh Adjouwou: Plant Sciences
Donnias Shihemoe: Agricultural Economics
Mavis Badu Brempong: Plant Sciences
Pungbo Cao: Molecular and Cellular Life Sciences
Hannah Crocker Cunningham: Animal and Veterinary Science
Amanda Marie Dougberry: Animal and Veterinary Science
Beth A. Fitzpatrick: Ecology
Anastasia Fomicheva: Molecular Biology
Andrew Fullhart: Hydrologic Science
Chunhao Gu: Hydrologic Science

Master of Science

Zoe Ash-Krupa: Soil Science
Michael R. Baldwin: Plant Sciences
Ethian D. Caball: Animal and Veterinary Science
Lauren Carleboni Connell: Rangeland Ecology and Watershed Management
Matthew Corral: Soil Science
Sohadi Dihongana: Molecular Biology
Taylor F. Doherty: Molecular Biology
Corey Stone Douglas: Food Science and Human Nutrition
Stephen Carl Goo: Agronomy
Hayler L. Gobert: Agricultural and Applied Economics
Carrie Galvin: Rangeland Ecology and Watershed Management
Joanna Clarice Harter: Rangeland Ecology and Watershed Management
Timur Ilargimov: Agricultural and Applied Economics

College of Arts and Sciences

Paula Lutz, Ph.D., Dean
Greg Brown, Ph.D., Associate Dean
Daniel Dale, Ph.D., Associate Dean
Tena Gabrielson, Ph.D., Associate Dean

Doctor of Philosophy

Stephanie Elizabeth Bacheille Stacy: Psychology
Morgan E. Balabanoff: Chemistry
Caitlin Marie Barrett: Psychology
Kathlyn Anne Bourouza: Psychology
Tyler Chandon Brown: Geology
Ying Hsiu Chien: Physics
Paige Dingens: Neuroscience
David W. Donley: Neuroscience
Nicholas John Dowler: Botany
Sureh Efekharhazfeldh: Physics
Ryan James Haupt: Geology
Mitchell Ross Helling: Chemistry
Ryan James Herz: Thyssen: Geology
Charley Hubbard: Ecology
Brett Richard Jesner: Ecology
Theodores John Kraus: Chemistry
Vivek Krishnan: Neurosciences

Master of Arts

Christopher Adon: International Studies
Bridgant Adhikari: Geography
Manish Kumar Bengali: Communication
Hunter Callahan McFarland: Communication
Marleah Jolene Campbell: Communication
Laura Lynn Carlisle: Chemistry
Skev Cranney: History
Kaila Pauline Willie: Agricultural and Applied Economics
Clay Warren Wood: Plant Sciences

Rebecca Elise Goodson: American Studies
Carlton Quinn Goever: Anthropology
Cameron H. Green: History
Luis Guevara-Barrera: Philosophy
Rebekah Sophia Guillory: International Studies
Alexis N. Hartley: Communication
Jordan Thomas Jensen: Anthropology, Environment and Natural Resources
Kaitlyn Michelle Johnson: Political Science
Phineas Arthur Kelly: Anthropology
### Master of Arts, continued

- **College of Arts and Sciences**

**Master of Fine Arts**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Field</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alexander Benjamin Cargol</td>
<td>Creative Writing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah M. Duncan</td>
<td>Creative Writing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heather Christine Holland</td>
<td>Creative Writing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anne Osburn</td>
<td>Creative Writing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bryce Peterson</td>
<td>Creative Writing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Rose Powers</td>
<td>Creative Writing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nat Winchart</td>
<td>Creative Writing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Master of Music**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Field</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Celso Luiz Barruti dos Santos Junior</td>
<td>Composition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yihan Dong</td>
<td>Composition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhuo Liu</td>
<td>Composition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wendy A. Perkins</td>
<td>Composition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marcin Emelyk Puls</td>
<td>International Studies, Environment and Natural Resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan Ralph Preece</td>
<td>Geography, Water Resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nina Radovanovic</td>
<td>American Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Dale Reynolds</td>
<td>American Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan Seavey</td>
<td>Philosophy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heather N. Thieken</td>
<td>History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer J. Thimell</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austin Charles Thomas</td>
<td>Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kereston R. Thomas</td>
<td>Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courtney Leigh Thompson-Lichby</td>
<td>Political Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linda Rae Wagger</td>
<td>American Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura Weatherford</td>
<td>Sociology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lidy Westenhoff</td>
<td>Geography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebekah Elizabeth Wustrup</td>
<td>American Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timothy David Wick</td>
<td>Geography, Water Resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maurice Zuban</td>
<td>Spanish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xiaokun Zhou</td>
<td>Anthropology</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Master of Public Administration**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Field</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Anderson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caitlin Brieanne Argyle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Ashton Bleakly</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lari Lynn Brand</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Anne Brown</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Veronica Buche</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyle B. Charles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kailyn Cook</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam Croft</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casey C. Duckworth</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mikayla Therese Larrow</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sven Olaf Lundell</td>
<td>Public Administration, Environment and Natural Resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua Kaid Marshall, Sr.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wendy Laura Martinez-Carmonna</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Allan Mahley</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly L. Morris</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chuck Ryan Pulver</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Rusek</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Rusek</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nathan Nash Shaw</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misty Brodiebra Spriger</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jerry Michael Scott</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lydia Terese Ulrich</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Master of Science**

- **Karen Marie Aylwinian**: Geology
- **Julian Castel Bennett Ponsford**: Botany
- **Kendal Claire Binion**: Psychology
- **Carl Woudley Brown**: Zoology and Physiology
- **Stephanie Victoria Castor**: Psychology
- **Kathlynne Brooke Donnelly**: Zoology and Physiology
- **Daniel J. Greenwood**: Zoology and Physiology
- **Brian Hickerson**: Zoology and Physiology
- **Abigail S. Hoffman**: Botany
- **Kara Lindsey Hopkins**: Geology
- **Rachel Marie Laker**: Zoology
- **Rebecca Lamont**: Zoology and Physiology
- **Taylor Nicholas LaSharr**: Zoology and Physiology
- **Koedl Savannah Lawley**: Zoology and Physiology

**Master of Science in Teaching**

- **Stephanie C. Mapes**: Physics

### College of Business

**Doctor of Philosophy**

- **Mahdi Chakravarti**: Economics
- **Alfredo Ceneros Pineda**: Economics
- **Abul Bashar Mohammad Faruque**: Economics
- **Shen Guan**: Economics

**Master of Science**

- **Katherine M. Lawry**: Statistics
- **Yang Liu**: Zoology and Physiology
- **Brandon James Lopez**: Mathematics
- **Jonathan T. Magley**: Botany
- **Daniel R. Mayer**: Geology
- **Kali Anne Nicholas Musni**: Botany, Environment and Natural Resources
- **Robert D. Nielsen**: Physics
- **Crista Lyn O’Connor**: Botany
- **Gregory Stephan Pappas**: Botany
- **Anna Larke Parker**: Zoology and Physiology
- **Alexandra Haider Reyna**: Psychology
- **Lauren Eliza Arvedo Schmidt**: Botany
- **Jordan Andrew Turner**: Physics
- **Trent Kyle Kalsenberg Wondra**: Psychology

**Master of Arts**

- **Avery Marin Kerzman**: Political Science
- **August Anna Luh**: American Studies
- **Nathanial Scott Lake**: Communication
- **Greg Carris Livingston**: Spanish
- **Cassie Lei Loura**: Spanish
- **Shannon R. Mazzie**: Geography, Water Resources
- **Joseph Andrew McWhinney**: Sociology, Environment and Natural Resources
- **Cady Alan Mehren**: Philosophy
- **Patrick S. Moore**: English
- **Acadua Rose Munari**: Communication
- **Jordan Angel Norvet**: American Studies
- **Fatima Tejer Jolene Nourin**: Geography
- **Nancy Chocketto Pewew**: Spanish
- **Danielle Marie Peck**: International Studies, Environment and Natural Resources
- **Anna Justine Pekin**: Philosophy
- **Imelda Isabel Perez**: Communication
- **Dylan Perkins**: Geography

**Master of Fine Arts**

- **Alexander Benjamin Cargol**: Creative Writing
- **Sarah M. Duncan**: Creative Writing
- **Heather Christine Holland**: Creative Writing
- **Anne Osburn**: Creative Writing
- **Bryce Peterson**: Creative Writing
- **Emily Rose Powers**: Creative Writing
- **Nat Winchart**: Creative Writing

**Master of Music**

- **Celso Luiz Barruti dos Santos Junior**: Composition
- **Yihan Dong**: Composition
- **Zhuo Liu**: Composition
- **Jingjin Liu**: Composition
- **Heitor Marques Marangoni**: Composition
- **Emily Marie Nazario**: Composition
- **Lennart Triesschijn**: Composition
- **Cheng Wang**: Composition
- **Gao Yang**: Composition

**Master of Public Administration**

- **Amanda Anderson**: Economics
- **Caitlin Brieanne Argyle**: Economics
- **Michael Ashton Bleakly**: Economics
- **Lari Lynn Brand**: Economics
- **Jennifer Anne Brown**: Economics
- **Sarah Veronica Buche**: Economics
- **Kyle B. Charles**: Economics
- **Kailyn Cook**: Economics
- **Adam Croft**: Economics
- **Casey C. Duckworth**: Economics
- **Mikayla Therese Larrow**: Economics
- **Sven Olaf Lundell**: Economics
- **Joshua Kaid Marshall, Sr.**: Economics
- **Wendy Laura Martinez-Carmona**: Economics
- **Robert Allan Mahley**: Economics
- **Kelly L. Morris**: Economics
- **Chuck Ryan Pulver**: Economics
- **Christopher Rusek**: Economics
- **Michael Rusek**: Economics
- **Nathan Nash Shaw**: Economics
- **Misty Brodiebra Spriger**: Economics
- **Jerry Michael Scott**: Economics
- **Lydia Terese Ulrich**: Economics
College of Education

Master of Arts, continued

Derek Linn Sandall: Education
Jacob Lee Schell: Education
Mattie A. Shemford: Education
Erin Silven: Education
Kayla Syvertson: Education
Kelsey Roy Ticknor: Education
Tera L. Voss: Education
Heather E. Webb Springer: Education
Brittany R. West: Education

Master of Science

Rafi Lanza Lancellotta: Counseling
Cody Alan Nation Marvel: Natural Science
Camilla Michelle McFadden: Education
Annie Ray Musselman: Counseling
Subrena Alem Neal: Natural Science
John E. Olson III: Natural Science
Krisy M. Palmers: Natural Science
Elisabeth R. Pitchett: Counseling
Lagan Allyse Rice: Education
Jose Guillermo Rivas Barrera: Counseling
Adanna N. Ryan: Counseling
Julie Schlager: Natural Science
Jason Michael Swave: Counseling
Michaela Trant: Counseling
Karlin Lynn Ureana: Education
Chrisy M. Van Horn: Education
Rachel E. Van Tine-Beannett: Education
Margaret Voss: Natural Science, Environment and Natural Resources
Jennifer Lee Westfall: Education
Janie L. Woold: Natural Science
Melissa R. Zipperian: Education

College of Engineering and Applied Science

Michael Pisikho, Ph.D., Dean
Steve Barrett, Ph.D., Associate Dean
Paul Dellenback, Ph.D., Associate Dean

Doctor of Philosophy

Andrew Christopher Kirby: Mechanical Engineering
Judd Adam Lastovitz: Chemical Engineering
Christopher Martin Laurens: Mechanical Engineering
Ming Li: Civil Engineering
Yina Li: Molecular and Cellular Life Sciences
Samira Massoudi: Electrical Engineering
Daniel Richard Morlet: Mechanical Engineering
Yahideh Mirchi: Petroleum Engineering
Pouya Nokouyeyan: Mechanical Engineering
Vinay Bharadwaj Ramakrishnath: Electrical Engineering
Mohammad Mahdi Rezapour Meshkhi: Civil Engineering
Adeeb Al Seadi: Computer Science
Baibabai Raj Yakami: Electrical Engineering
Jing Yang: Atmospheric Science
Jischi Yim: Chemical Engineering
Hoa Yu: Civil Engineering

Master of Science

Irfan Uddin Ahmed: Civil Engineering
Farhan Arifin: Mechanical Engineering
Seth Taylor Basbain: Chemical Engineering
Katherine Marie Bayley: Architectural Engineering
José Andrés Cabrera: Mechanical Engineering
Ethan Collins: Atmospheric Science
Anik Das: Civil Engineering
Eric James DeMillard: Mechanical Engineering
Audra Jean DeStefano: Chemical Engineering
William Alexander Duncan: Chemical Engineering
Dakotah Daniel Gall: Mechanical Engineering
Vakalam Zewde Gebreabas: Civil Engineering
Cabin Dale Gramzick: Atmospheric Science
Timothy James Gunderson: Chemical Engineering
Mohammad Tahminal Haq: Civil Engineering
Sanjay Shehabgiri Hosur: Electrical Engineering

Darcy Marie Jacobson: Atmospheric Science
Md Nafiz Khan: Civil Engineering
Jacob Patrick Leidy: Civil Engineering
Deekshith Shankenpur: Chemical Engineering
Timothy Charles McMast: Mechanical Engineering
Kelly Christine Meyers: Chemical Engineering
Dywan Jacob Merin: Petroleum Engineering
Oshima Nazem: Civil Engineering
Nipun Palkhan: Civil Engineering
Marcin Pankow: Petroleum Engineering
Luke McPherson Provator: Mechanical Engineering
Mustafa Ngah Raja: Civil Engineering
Nicholas William Carl Reh: Mechanical Engineering
James Arthur Rundel: Mechanical Engineering
Archana Satyamurthy: Computer Science
Michael Alan Sears: Chemical Engineering
Haub School of Environment and Natural Resources

Melinda Harm Benson, J.D., Dean
Master of Arts

Melinda D. Frazier: Environment and Natural Resources
Casey Robert Terrell: Environment and Natural Resources

College of Law

Klint Alexander, Ph.D., J.D., Dean
Lindsay A. Hoyt, J.D., Assistant Dean

Juris Doctor

Joshua Allgeier
Andrew Bailey
* Elizabeth Kathryn Barlow
* Erin Elizabeth Barry
* Jonnie Lee Boulner
Whitney D. Jasper Boyd
Debra Marie Bulluck
Austin Wade Burtch
Brian Thomas Cairns
Tamara Kim Candelaria
Joshua W. Case
* Dylan Crumne
Hayley Wolpert
Cumberland
Joel Harlen Defebaugh
Morgan L. Demic
* Seth Dinkel
Alexandra Page Disque
Jacob James Dunn
Dani Raye Esvielle
Kellie Jesmine Evans
Tanya Fairweather

* Becky Farley
Danielle Rae Feild
Katheryn Mariah Fleming
Melinda D. Frazier
Christopher William Goetz
* Paul Douglas Gradie
Noah Sahr Groovenstein
* Cal L. Gustafson
Cheyser Anne Elladan
Harding
Kevin Allen Haugland
Christopher Ryan
Hornbaker
Austin Dale Huff
Shelby Noel Hughes
Daniel Judd
Drew T. Knaub
Youngjin Lee
Alexander Lever
Gabina Maria Lichtner
Zachary Hamilton Mahlum
Michael Garrett Malone
Susan Manown
Gloria Marina Manuel
Colton J. McCabe
Matthew James Meiring
Calvin A. Metzger
Kristina Faith Mirele
Simerik Neupane
* Megan Elaine Niederhaus
* Bobbi Kaylene Owen
* Timothy J. Parks
Shayla Rae Peal
Kirk Robert Powers
Britney Shiree Peazen
Dennis Jay Prince
Max William Rerea
Christopher Reyar
Michael Reyar
Bele Marie Richardson
Marykaren Elizabeth Rippe
Haley D. Roe
* Megan Seong Hee Romano
Benjamin Robert Rose
* Brandon James Rooty
Gabriela Cristina Sala
Douglas Aleson Schmidt
* Tyler J. Sifri
Ashley Nichole Smith
Brian Kay Smith
Sage Nicole Smith
Andrew Faye Sobe
May Marie Sprague
* Travis Ryan Stevens-White
Crystal Dawn Stewart
David Lee Strait
* Colby K. Sturgeon
* Francesca M. Tait
* Casey Robert Terrell
Wylie Curtis Thomas
* Gary Allen Yee
* Antonio Vasquez
Zachary Joseph Weiss
* Alexander J. Wolfe
* Catherine M. Young
Jenna Jie Yu

3:30 p.m. Undergraduate Ceremony
Conferring Degrees in:
College of Agriculture and Natural Resources
College of Business
College of Engineering and Applied Science
College of Health Sciences
College of Energy Resources
3:30 P.M. Undergraduate Ceremony

PROCEDENTIAL .............................................. Brass Ensemble, Scott Meredith, Ph.D., Brass Area Coordinator

PRESENTATION OF COLORS .......................................................... University of Wyoming Army ROTC

WELCOME .......................................................................................... Kate Miller, Ph.D., Provost

RECOGNITION OF HONORARY MARSHALS
   Penne Ainsworth, Ph.D., Professor, Accounting
   Bruce A. Cameron, Ph.D., Professor, Family and Consumer Sciences

RECOGNITION OF LEADERSHIP .......................................................... Kate Miller, Ph.D., Provost

AWARDING OF HONORARY DEGREE .............................................. Margaret Webster Scarlett

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS .............................................. Governor Mike Sullivan ’61, J.D. ’64

CELEBRATION IN MUSIC .............................................. UW Happy Jacks, Nicole Lamartine, D.M.A., Director of Choirs

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION ........................................ Ahmed Balogun ’15, MS ’17; IT DevOps Analyst, Underwriter Laboratories

STUDENT SPEAKER ..................................................... Samuel Mallory; Energy Resource Management and Development, Honors Program

PRESENTATION OF THE GRADUATING CLASS ........................................ Michael G. Barker, Ph.D., Chair, University of Wyoming Faculty Senate

PRESENTATION OF DIPLOMAS ............................................................ Kate Miller, Ph.D., Provost

AUTHORIZATION OF DEGREES ..................................................... David True, President of the University of Wyoming Board of Trustees

CONFERRING OF DEGREES ............................................................ Kate Miller, Ph.D., Provost

RECESSIONAL ........................................................ Brass Ensemble, Scott Meredith, Ph.D., Brass Area Coordinator

FACULTY MARSHALS
   David Bagley, Ph.D., Chemical Engineering
   Benjamin Cook, Ph.D., Economics
   Ryan Kobbe, M.S., Civil & Architectural Engineering
   Grant Lindstrom, Ph.D., Management & Marketing
   Kent Noble, Bill Daniels Chair of Business Ethics
   Mitchell Oler, Ph.D., Accounting
   Nicholas Prince, Ph.D., Management & Marketing
   Alexandre “Sasha” Skiba, Ph.D., Economics and Finance

HONORARY MARSHALS

Penne Ainsworth
   Ph.D., Professor, Accounting

Bruce A. Cameron
   Ph.D., Associate Professor, Family and Consumer Sciences

Penne Ainsworth has been at the University of Wyoming since 1997, coming here from Kansas State University as an associate professor. She became a full professor in 2001 and head of the Department of Accounting in 2004. In 2010, Ainsworth became the associate dean and served in that position until 2014 when she returned to head the (now) Department of Accounting and Finance. Ainsworth is retiring from UW this year. She received her Ph.D. from the University of Nebraska–Lincoln in 1988. Ainsworth has received many teaching awards, including UW’s John P. Ellbogen Meritorious Classroom Teaching Award in 2002.

Bruce A. Cameron is department head/professor in family and consumer sciences. He was educated in Australia, receiving his B.Sc., Honours Class I in Textile Technology from the University of New South Wales in 1983, and his Ph.D. in Textile Technology in 1986. Bruce teaches in the Design, Merchandising and Textiles option in family and consumer sciences with his main emphases being textile science and merchandising. He is a member of numerous professional groups related to textiles and apparel, and was the president of Phi Upsilon Omicron, a national student honorary in family and consumer sciences from 2014–16.

KEYNOTE SPEAKER

Michael J. Sullivan

Michael J. Sullivan, who grew up in Douglas and practiced law in Casper, was Wyoming governor from 1987–1995. In 1996 Sullivan received a fellowship at the Institute of Politics at Harvard University. He was U.S. Ambassador to Ireland from 1998–2001. Sullivan is a member of the College of Law Advisory Board and a past chairman of the W. D. Ruckelshaus Institute Board.

Sullivan earned a B.S. degree in petroleum engineering (1961) and a law degree (1964) from UW. He is a member of the College of Engineering Hall of Fame and was named a Distinguished Graduate of the College of Law. In 2016 Sullivan was awarded the Citizen of the West Award by the National Western Stock Show.

Sullivan met his future wife Jane Metzler while both were students at UW. The Sullivans reside in Casper and have three children and seven grandchildren.
College of Agriculture and Natural Resources

Bachelor of Applied Science

Emmanuel Arief: Organizational Leadership
Karla Jeanne Borer: Organizational Leadership
Heather L. Britain: Organizational Leadership
Elizabeth Ann Colvin: Organizational Leadership
Janna Drew: Organizational Leadership
** Matthew Leon Goldman: Microbiology
Anne Margaret Chenchar: Agricultural Business
Tate Robert Chamberlain: Logan Brad Case: Agricultural Business
George Caleb Case: Agricultural Business
James Phillip Manuel Caro: Microbiology
Taylor Vance Bush: Animal and Veterinary Science
Kiernan James Brandt: Animal and Veterinary Science
Leslie Blackburn: Agricultural Business
Cameron Mitchell Bauer: Rangeland Ecology and Watershed Management
Rangeland Ecology and Watershed Management
Alyssa Luanmei Barnsdale: Agricultural Business
Agricultural Business
Agricultural Business
Animal and Veterinary Science
Animal and Veterinary Science
Animal and Veterinary Science
Animal and Veterinary Science
Katherine Jett: Organizational Leadership
Virginia M. Johnson: Organizational Leadership
Weston Ron Kne: Organizational Leadership
Gregory Allen Miller: Organizational Leadership
Kristin Pomerantz: Organizational Leadership
John A. Robb: Organizational Leadership
Steven L. Sanchez: Organizational Leadership
Crystal Sosvilla: Organizational Leadership
Danielle Marie St. John: Organizational Leadership
Nolan Robert Tropea: Organizational Leadership
Montana Van Stockum: Organizational Leadership
Jody L. Young: Organizational Leadership

Bachelor of Science

Katherine Rachel Aarts: Animal and Veterinary Science
Taylor Paige Ahchosen: Animal and Veterinary Science
Chelsa Bridgette Anglem: Agricultural Business
Caron Alan Avrell: Agricultural Business
Alaysia Luann Barnsdale: Agricultural Communications
Cameron Mitchell Bauer: Rangeland Ecology and Watershed Management, Environment and Natural Resources
Leslie Blackburn: Agricultural Business
Meghan Lyn Bochanski: Animal and Veterinary Science
Kieran James Brung: Animal and Veterinary Science
Tarbe Vance Bush: Agronomy
* Dominic Christian Cancio: Microbiology
James Phillip Manuel Caro: Agricultural Business
George Caleb Case: Agricultural Business
Logan Reed Case: Agricultural Business
Tate Robert Chamberlain: Animal and Veterinary Science
Anne Margaret Chenchar: Microbiology
Christopher James Christensen: Agronomy
Jonathan M. Cook: Agronomy

Morgan Congress: Agricultural Business
Denise Jessica De Loura: Microbiology
Kitty Leann DeGrating: Agricultural Communications
Stefani Del Toro: Agricultural Business
Kareem Renae DePorter: Animal and Veterinary Science
> Bobby Lee Dervall: Agronomy, Agricultural Business
Kelcie Anne Emily Doyle: Agricultural Communications
Kyle Marie Dudev: Animal and Veterinary Science
Sierra Nicole Ely: Rangeland Ecology and Watershed Management
Kyla Rye Esposito: Molecular Biology, Physiology
Tj Phillip Epply: Agricultural Business
Laura J. Fereid: Agricultural Business
Anna Marie Heinle: Agricultural Communications
Emma Genevra Fos-Fogle: Rangeland Ecology and Watershed Management
Mary Christine Freeman: Animal and Veterinary Science
Sarah Fresia: Agricultural Business
Zachary Scott Fullerton: Molecular Biology
Kara Louise Gauthier: Animal and Veterinary Science

Jessica Louann Gendron: Agricultural Business
Andrea Graf: Agricultural Business
Matthew Jordan Green: Microbiology
Karey D. Greenwell: Agricultural Business
Elizabeth Sim Hae: Microbiology
Lane Thomas Liman Hageman: Agricultural Business
Lynnell Lee Hanson: Animal and Veterinary Science, Honors Program
Bryan Marie Hirschman: Animal and Veterinary Science
MacKenzee D. Holmberg: Agricultural Communications
Jordan Ittara: Agronomy
** Sophia Indiah Dearc Kowena: Molecular Biology, Chemistry (JCS Approved)
Logen Ruth Irvine: Animal and Veterinary Science
Connect Lewis James: Agricultural Business
Jessica Marie Kammerer: Agricultural Business
Jacob Kennedy: Molecular Biology, Honors Program
Taylor Irene Keplig: Rangeland Ecology and Watershed Management
Kristina E. Kline: Agronomy
Donovan R. Knowles: Rangeland Ecology and Watershed Management
Eric Charles Lewis: Animal and Veterinary Science
Clara Jane Lien: Agricultural Business
Jaymee L. Linfelt: Agricultural Business
Samuel Darcy Lichner: Molecular Biology, Physiology
Morgan Lyman: Animal and Veterinary Science
Amanda Elizabeth Markus: Microbiology
Marie Estelle McClaren: Animal and Veterinary Science
Dane Ann McGarvin: Animal and Veterinary Science
Nathaniel Ian Mcllmin: Microbiology, Molecular Biology
Quinn Merrick: Agricultural Business
Kyle Marie Merritt: Agricultural Business
Makayla Rae Miracle: Animal and Veterinary Science
* Kathryn Quinn Mancini: Microbiology, Honors Program
Nathan Morgan: Molecular Biology, Microbiology
Tiffany Madeline Mundhenke: Molecular Biology, Microbiology, Honors Program
Cody James Negri: Agricultural Communications
Patrick Joseph O'Connor: Agricultural Business
Edward Louis Ouellet: Molecular Biology
Quade Marion Palm: Animal and Veterinary Science
Samanta Catharine Patterson: Molecular Biology, Microbiology, Honors Program

Darren Louis Petterson: Agricultural Business
Ashton Lane Pettigrew: Animal and Veterinary Science
Zachariyah Matthias Peiper: Animal and Veterinary Science
Emily Ellen Pons: Animal and Veterinary Science
Sierra Rebecca Powell: Animal and Veterinary Science
Erika Marlea Prall: Agricultural Business
*~ Natasha R. Radiosovich: Microbiology, Honors Program
Marley Joan Reiling: Molecular Biology, Environment and Natural Resources, Spanish, Honors Program
Joan May Rice: Microbiology
Sarah Elizabeth Salas: Animal and Veterinary Science
* Brookely Ann Schambur: Animal and Veterinary Science
Samantha Diane Schuman: Animal and Veterinary Science
Abbey Lynn Sheehan: Agricultural Business
*** Tyler C. Sheekley: Agricultural Business
Alexandra Smith: Animal and Veterinary Science
Dylan Smith: Rangeland Ecology and Watershed Management
Tanner Lee Smith: Rangeland Ecology and Watershed Management
Brett Thomas Spencer: Agronomy
Rebecca Kathleen Steinkekrans: Molecular Biology
James William Sturgeon: Agricultural Business
Thomas Anthony Boyd Stute: Agronomy
*** Cha Tapia Talcios: Animal and Veterinary Science
Axl Stanton Taylor: Agronomy
Alexander S. Terry: Agricultural Communications
*** Trey Alan Thompson: Molecular Biology, Honors Program
Madison Rose Vance: Animal and Veterinary Science
Branden Daniel Vogel: Agricultural Business
Spencer Fox Wahl: Animal and Veterinary Science
Alaysia K. Wash: Agronomy
** Martha J. Wenger: Microbiology, Spanish
Justin Tye White: Rangeland Ecology and Watershed Management
Kerry White: Animal and Veterinary Science
* Abigail Marie Wilkins: Microbiology
Nicholas Williams: Rangeland Ecology and Watershed Management
Elia Frances Worrall: Agricultural Business
Zoi Marie Youse: Microbiology
Aaron Michael Zahne: Microbiology, Molecular Biology
Robert L. Ziegler: Animal and Veterinary Science
Cameron David Zimmerman: Microbiology

*** = Summa cum laude ** = Magna cum laude * = Cum laude > = Two Degrees (each major listed after name) = Phi Beta Kappa
Bachelor of Science in Family and Consumer Sciences

Sage Anderson
Katryln Mauren Barber
Gracelyn Marie Brown
Emily Calmes
Zachary James Flanagan
Jennifer Lynne Fongrino
Kara Gaughrer
Allison Nicole Hinte
* Jubilee Evangeline Hoovers
** Katherine Cari Jacobs: Family and Consumer Sciences, Honors Program

Kerry Ray Schinkel II
Andrea J. Shahan
Okasa A. Topchy
Cassandra Jean Cordova Van Slyke

College of Agriculture and Natural Resources

Bachelor of Science, continued

Melissa Maria Maddison
Bekiannos M. Martin
Rachel Anne McGuire
Leea Christine Meser
Hawken McKenzie Miller
Rachel Lani Peterson
Coan William Price
* Nathan Christopher Ranke: Family and Consumer Sciences, Honors Program

College of Business

** Nathan Patrick Beck: Economics, Environment and Natural Resources, Honors Program

Jessica J. Benberg: Accounting
Marlyn Bryan: Business Administration
Monika Marik Burchhardt: Finance
Jasmine Calbert: Marketing
Colton H. Campbell: Management
Audryanna Nicole Cardel: Business Administration
Brook Cargill: Accounting
Tina Chan: Accounting
Wenyu Chang: Accounting
Shawna Marie Chapman: Business Administration
Jacob Taylor Christensen: Finance
Justin Clark: Finance
Christopher R. Claudson: Management
Erik Cloherty: Accounting
Caden Collins: Management
Brian Robert Corliss: Finance
* Alexander Crofts: Business Economics
Morgan Roxanne Cummings: Management
* Deborah Cunningham: Management
* Madeline Elaine Curry: Management, Marketing
Julie Curtis: Management
Jordan Daniel Cutter: Finance, Economics
Hayden Matthew Dalton: Business Administration
Stefan David Dangerfield: Marketing
Jis A. Davis: Finance
Los Dalton Harmen Ditchles: Management
Carly Demple: Management
*> Hamn Scott Dickerson: Economics, Finance
Jordan Kirk Dixon: Management
> Samantha J. Dillon: Management, Marketing
Vanessa Rose Dunn: Business Administration
Sean Dyer: Finance
Seth D. Edman: Economics
Connor Erickson: Accounting
Tyesn Erickson: Management
Drew A. Espy: Finance
Rainey Evans: Management
Stephen C. Fugman: Accounting
Brigid Fucshs: Finance
David Brady Fulsung: Management
Lily Kay Gabriel: Management
Amy Elaine Gaptos: Accounting

Liesel Garcia: Accounting
Logan G. Gantul: Management
Alyssa Garten: Management
* Akmon Jane Geary: Marketing, Honors Program
Peyton Jordan Gibson: Management
Richard James Giga: Finance
Mary Claire Ginsburg: Marketing
James M. Goodman: Business Administration
Byan Scott Grisman: Management
Mark Robertson Gran: Accounting
Olivia MacKenzie Gooch: Finance
Michael H. Gunderson: Accounting
Dalton Haase: Finance
Lauren Rose Harness: Business Administration
Kevin M. Handling: Business Administration
Zachary James Haskell: Management
Kaytlynn Delora Hayes: Business Administration
Samuel Richard Heter: Accounting
Saneh Raheka Hertigova Luyan: Economics
Lesi Danielle Hill: Marketing

> Brandon Alexander Hinte: Accounting
Jordan D. Hodgson: Management
Melanie Jolle Hooper: Marketing
Cody James Holfield: Finance
Craig Thomas Hopper: Economics, Environment and Natural Resources
Audrey L. Horning: Marketing
Casey T. Houe: Finance
Spencer Hu: Marketing
** Lane Robert Hurstiger: Finance
Madison Marie Hurt: Management
Alexa Rae Inbanks: Finance
Skye Atma Irwin: Finance, Economics
Matthew Nicholas Jarrett: Management
Jade Sierra Jewkes: Finance
> Corey David Johnson: Economics, Finance, Honors Program
Jace Johnson: Marketing
Timothy L. Kamae Kamaikani: Marketing
Demetrian A. Kanelis: Finance
Lylie Dawn Keating: Business Administration
Matthew Robert Karl Kerbs: Business Economics
Katherine Kernan: Marketing, Honors Program
Sameer Khaleel: Marketing
Sammy Khaleel: Marketing

* = Summa cum laude  ** = Magna cum laude  * = Cum laude  > = Two Degrees (each major listed after name)  - = Phi Beta Kappa
College of Business

Bachelor of Science, continued

Hugh Kluckman: Management
* Daniel Grant Kniesel: Finance
Daniela Koly: Business Administration
Adam E. Krueger: Marketing
* Sara Leigh Krulis: Finance
Kuan Yue Hung: Management
Hayden Frank Kuhlman: Management
Kyle Tyne Kvanum: Marketing
Amie D. Lamborn: Finance
Megan Nicole Lanz: Business Administration
Grant Lewis: Marketing

** Shane Scott Morson:
** Mateline Elizabeth Moore:

* Sarah Elizabeth Mirabassi: Business Administration

Emily Elizabeth Lewis:
*Sena Leigh Krula:
* Daniel Grant Knievel:

** Taylor John Motschall: Marketing
Tiffany Kaye Mortimore: Business Economics

** Andrew C. Monette:
** Tyler Mitchell:

* Sena Leigh Krula:
* Daniel Grant Knievel:

** Emily Elizabeth Lewis: Finance
* Scott Robert Brook Lilly: Management
Jordan Rose: Law: Accounting
Nicolas Christopher Lover: Marketing
Molly Jean Lovett: Accounting
Anthony Thomas Makransky: Finance
Keith Casey Manning: Management
Joseph Robert Mare: Finance
Elizabeth A. Martens: Business Administration
Trey Michael Martinez: Marketing
Tiau Marie Massey: Business Administration
Aaron Tristan Mastel: Management
Jonathan Powell Marvin: Management
Blake Garrett Mason: Accounting
David Kurin Mayer: Economics
Kenneth J. McConnell: Management
Drew McCullough: Management
Garrett L. Melding: Management
Bryce Meredith: Management
Leta Christine Messenger: Management
Malakula Metcalif: Marketing
McKenna Paige Meyer: Management
Frank William Meyers IV: Management
Anna Marie Miller: Business Administration
Marker Ellen Miller: Management
William S. Miller: Management
Sarah Elizabeth Mirabautai: Accounting
Tyler Mixdell: Marketing
Andrew C. Monette: Business Administration
** Martina Elizabeth Moore: Finance, Economics, Honors Program
* Shane Scott Morton: Business Economics
Tiffany Kaye Mortimore: Business Economics
Taylor John Morschall: Marketing

** = Cum laude
** = Magna cum laude
** = Summa cum laude
> = Two Degrees (each major listed after name)
= Phi Beta Kappa

College of Engineering and Applied Science

Michael Pishko, Ph.D., Dean
Steve Barrett, Ph.D., Associate Dean
Paul Dellenback, Ph.D., Associate Dean

Bachelor of Science in Architectural Engineering

Shamina Abd Alhamed
* Jessica Jane Brist: Architectural Engineering, Honors Program

Christopher William Hutchison
Zachary Allen Korotnik

Dean Nelson LaVecchia
Andrew Glen Martineau

*** = Summa cum laude
** = Magna cum laude
* = Cum laude
> = Two Degrees (each major listed after name)
= Phi Beta Kappa
Bachelor of Science in Architectural Engineering, continued

Theresa Marie McCabe
Rachel Mills: Architectural Engineering, Honors Program
Caymen John Perrault
Faris Hesham Reda Ramadan
Morgan Diane Rumml

Bachelor of Science in Chemical Engineering

Abdulwahab Ahamed
Hassan Mohammed Al ebrahim
Abdulah Alhain
Mohammad Homoud Lahaf Alilhiffri
Noor M. Alhomoud
Mohammad Mansour Khalaf
Shaieekh Ali
Musad Othman Alshammari
Rwan Alduhri
Abdalmageed Youssef Azei
Ein Nicole Ausebach
Daney Ruth Bruszisic
Nicholas M. Brown
Hui Cao

Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering

Colin Charles Brinkman: Civil Engineering, Honors Program
Cameron Lee Britt
Carson Douglas Britt
Allen H. Chiao
William Tony Correll: Civil Engineering, Honors Program
Jack Augurto de Ryk

Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering

** Richard Czarkowski: Chemical Engineering, Molecular Biology
Sebastian Eckman
Hiba Hesham Elshokry: Chemical Engineering, Honors Program
Sharinika Bibhia Fernandez: Chemical Engineering, Honors Program
* Ian Joseph Hammontree
Sarah M. Kamphaus
Sawyer Lee Larrimau: Chemical Engineering, Molecular Biology
Briana Diane Long
James Scott MacDonald
Anthony M. Menghini
Isah Pradig Patel
Jacob Allen Paulson
Timothy Alan Poppert: Chemical Engineering, Honors Program
Benjamin Selit Reinicke
Jacob Andrew Rex
Ohood M O F Sali
Kyle Matthew Schmid
* Tenil Amber Schumacher
Dylan Lewis Serber: Chemical Engineering, Chemistry (ACS Approved)
* James Wright Shepe IV
Tucker Charles Short: Chemical Engineering, Honors Program
Jacob Matthew Strong: Chemical Engineering, Honors Program
Koby Fox Vickers
Brandon Todd Wilde: Chemical Engineering, German, Honors Program

Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering

Mohammed Saad Alkahtani
Reda Almomen
Danielle Badger

Bachelor of Science in Energy Systems Engineering

Ting Liu Bruder: Energy Systems Engineering, Environment and Natural Resources

Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering

Abdulhadi Mansour Hajji Al Musalami
Tarig Abdullah Almahadi
E. John Baronti
Rudy Wade Baristo
Ethan Levi Bost
Geoffrey Wylie Buck
Grant Frederick Cameron
David Garrett Case
Elijah Timothy Childers
Clay Donald Coleman
Tyler James Cooper
Gene Marie Coore
Hayed L. Cooper

Bachelor of Science in Computer Science

Kyle Clasby
Adam Brennan Cogghall
Jordan Benjamin Cooper
** Wyatt Kevin Emerly
Paul Alan Feddemaar
Kolby Scott Fenss: Computer Science, Honors Program
* Alex German
Matthew Austin Grant

Bachelor of Science in Engineering, Honors Program

Ryan Christopher Cook

Bachelor of Science in Energy Systems Engineering, bioengineering option

Rebecca Kathleen Steinkraus

Bachelor of Science in Engineering, Molecular Biology

Orrin Hays Kinberg

Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering

Vinkatesh Dinkar Deshpande
Connor Jason Dingge
** Brenna Mary Deloriey: Mechanical Engineering, Honors Program
Alexander J. Dunam
Garrett Alan Easton
Sarah M. Elliot
** Mark Thomas Fenn
Jose Gray
Logan Guidry
Aursors E. Halder
Sarah Nicole Hankins
Garrett Alan Easton

Bachelor of Science in Computer Science

Richard Charles Heinig
Jackie Lance Hess
Corey David Johnson
* Chint Hays Kinberg
Anson Ernest Lichtblau
Taylor Emilus Means: Computer Science, Honors Program
Lucas Niederhuss
Colton Shaw Proctor

Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering

Ty L. B. Scott

Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering

Lucas Alan Houseal
Usman Humayun
Peter Johnson
Tyler James Johnson
Matthew H. James
Joshua Michael Kelly
Cameron Mark Kelly
Donald Eugene Kenneth
Kile Brady Kindelbach
David Ryan King
Xavier Joaquin Lewis
C'Anna Lundberg

Bachelor of Science in Computer Science

Colin Thomas Riley
Dustin Ranshade Rubn
Christopher A. Ruir
Phillip Brian Scott
Kay Seidel
Joshua James Sloan
Talisha M. Tippel
Jacob Holgren Wild

Bachelor of Science in Computer Science

** Aaron Stidolph
Amy Marie Stone
Joshua Stone
** Casey Don Winger

Bachelor of Science in Chemical Engineering

Benjamin Selit Reinicke
Jacob Andrew Rex
Ohood M O F Sali
Kyle Matthew Schmid
* Tenil Amber Schumacher
Dylan Lewis Serber: Chemical Engineering, Chemistry (ACS Approved)
* James Wright Shepe IV
Tucker Charles Short: Chemical Engineering, Honors Program
Jacob Matthew Strong: Chemical Engineering, Honors Program
Koby Fox Vickers
Brandon Todd Wilde: Chemical Engineering, German, Honors Program

Bachelor of Science in Chemical Engineering

Anthony Jackson Marr
Erich Heinz Peter Skornicki
Logan Christopher Thompson
Hannah Estelle Voges
Dorya Worthing
Scott William Yost
Forrest Chase Zwing
Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering, continued

Zachariah M. Marvin
Kyle Robert McAnally
* Luke Patrick McLaughlin: Mechanical Engineering, Honors Program
Shad P. Moir

Bachelor of Science in Petroleum Engineering

** Juan Camilo Acosta Montenegro
Lawrence Duque Aguinaldo
Hussein Matarq Abdulrahman
Rahil Alhumadi Allahlaiji
Abdullah Latif Almustafa
Abdullah Samim Alotaibi
Faial Abdullah Alhuzair
Hussain Almam
Joseph Baldauff
Sebastian Raymond Bowerston
Colton Thomas Burkett
Kevin Lee Christenson
* Taylor Mariah Constable: Petroleum Engineering, Honors Program
Jeremy William Donaldson
Noah James Eckebrecht

College of Health Sciences

---

David Jones, Ph.D., Interim Dean
Tristan Willhead, Ph.D., Interim Associate Dean
Tonija Woods, Ph.D., Associate Dean

Bachelor of Science

Liset Monica Alvarado: Kinesiology and Health Promotion
Dakota Thomas Anderson: Physical Education Teaching
Hunter Grace Anderson: Kinesiology and Health Promotion

---

Logan Anderson: Kinesiology and Health Promotion
Adam E. Arredondo: Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences
* Austin Asay: Kinesiology and Health Promotion

---

Bachelor of Science

Duron Ballard: Physical Education Teaching
Jennifer Karen Barnes: Kinesiology and Health Promotion
Karolin Marie Barten: Kinesiology and Health Promotion
Hunter Reu Baum: Kinesiology and Health Promotion
Juan Patrick Baxter: Kinesiology and Health Promotion
Samuel W. Bearden: Kinesiology and Health Promotion
Brittany Ann Bell: Physical Education Teaching
Dana Bjerhus: Physical Education Teaching
Kelley R. Borchgrevink: Kinesiology and Health Promotion
Johnathan Kinke Brady: Physical Education Teaching
Austyn N. Brenne: Kinesiology and Health Promotion
Victoria Jane Burgess: Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences
Logan Barri Burningham: Physical Education Teaching
John T. Burton: Kinesiology and Health Promotion
Sarah Charmon: Kinesiology and Health Promotion
Christopher Logan Chestnutt: Physical Education Teaching
Kristopher Lynn Chretien: Kinesiology and Health Promotion
Jill R. Clayton: Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences
Kayleigh Michelle Cox: Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences
Erin Lynn Crawford: Kinesiology and Health Promotion
Patrick Cunningham: Kinesiology and Health Promotion
Hanna LeAnn Daniels: Kinesiology and Health Promotion
* Daniel James Davis: Kinesiology and Health Promotion
Quan Margaret Desilets: Kinesiology and Health Promotion
Ashley Rose Dickerson: Kinesiology and Health Promotion
Riley Canon Dolezel: Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences
Bradyn C. Douglas: Kinesiology and Health Promotion
Kameron Duncan: Kinesiology and Health Promotion
Mercedes Eady: Kinesiology and Health Promotion
Cormick Phillip Eaton: Kinesiology and Health Promotion
Kameron A. Eckerd: Kinesiology and Health Promotion
Chekeri Nicole Eisb: Kinesiology and Health Promotion
Kaitlyn Lii Engbring: Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences
Cassidy Lauren Ensminger: Kinesiology and Health Promotion
Madison F. Faust: Physical Education Teaching
Kylee Perrin Ferris: Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences
Elza Camprong Fredericks: Kinesiology and Health Promotion
* Brianna Bell Hartbank: Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences

---

College of Engineering and Applied Science

Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering, continued

Stephan Andrew Munari
Audrey L. Peterson
Shawn D. Plankert
Brandon J. Preston
Lance Schatz

* Nicholas J. Sturino
Damon John Sturino
Patrick Washecka-Jones
Daniel Lee Weil
Michael Anthony Wise, Jr.

---

Bachelor of Science in Petroleum Engineering

James Matthew Gallagher
Fahad Haikheb
Ashraf Hamil
Mark Warren Jefferson
Tyler Kenneth Kibara
James Matthew Klossens
Aaron Christopher Lieckinger
Zachary Taylor Lodge
Zuhdi Duriati Muhammad
Austin Leon Maxwell
Jonathan Adam McGregor
Corey Dale McSwain
Tyler James Meng"e
Travis Michael
Brandon M. Minke

Matthew D. Mullinax
William D. O'Dell
Kyle Ray Reddenburg
Daniel Carbon Blyson
Cara Leigh Robertson
Gabriel James Rosker
Jonathan Albert Settemeyer
Jacob Brooks Smith
Brittany Ann Vigil: Petroleum Engineering, Economics
Chad Stephen Wayman
James Maxwell Weiss: Petroleum Engineering, Chemical Engineering
Benjamin Wunderly
Hongfeng Xue

---

College of Health Sciences

Bachelor of Science, continued

Summer Hall: Kinesiology and Health Promotion
Jordan Elizabeth Handl: Physical Education Teaching
Brianna Bell Harbans: Physical Education Teaching
Erin Nicole Heald: Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences
Carlin D. Henery: Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences
Amelissa Clare Herold: Kinesiology and Health Promotion
Hayley Hight: Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences
Karyln Rae Hoff: Medical Laboratory Science
Jacob Steven Huston: Medical Laboratory Science
Shelby E. Johnson: Kinesiology and Health Promotion
* Kristen Kalls: Kinesiology and Health Promotion
Taylor B. Kayser: Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences
Cody Robert Kelley: Kinesiology and Health Promotion
Shannon Tiffany Liske: Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences
Jordan Larrime: Kinesiology and Health Promotion
Rachel Ann Loeberg: Kinesiology and Health Promotion
Cherly F. Lewis: Kinesiology and Health Promotion
Victoria Nicole Long: Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences
Eli Lomah: Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences
Avery Beck Madden: Kinesiology and Health Promotion, Honors Program
Kenna Marie Malcom: Kinesiology and Health Promotion
Rene P. Maldono: Kinesiology and Health Promotion, Honors Program
Micaela Marie Manchester: Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences
Monica May Mankin: Kinesiology and Health Promotion
Cassidy L. Marks: Kinesiology and Health Promotion, Honors Program
Bryton Mates: Kinesiology and Health Promotion
Stephanie Whitney McClen: Kinesiology and Health Promotion, Honors Program
Clare McGlinley: Kinesiology and Health Promotion
Andrea McGlothin: Kinesiology and Health Promotion
Kade Robert McMah: Kinesiology and Health Promotion
Andrew Jeffrey Mikesell: Kinesiology and Health Promotion
Brandon Blake Miller: Kinesiology and Health Promotion
Jessica Miller: Medical Laboratory Science
Brooke Ann Mills: Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences
Katie Christine Milne: Kinesiology and Health Promotion
Madison E. Montante: Kinesiology and Health Promotion
* Claire Parker: Kinesiology and Health Promotion

---

College of Health Sciences

Bachelor of Science, continued

Canisius College: Kinesiology and Health Promotion
Dayton College: Kinesiology and Health Promotion
Cranston College: Kinesiology and Health Promotion
College of Duquesne: Kinesiology and Health Promotion
Carnegie Mellon University: Kinesiology and Health Promotion
Case Western Reserve University: Kinesiology and Health Promotion
University of Cincinnati: Kinesiology and Health Promotion
University of Dayton: Kinesiology and Health Promotion
Kenyon College: Kinesiology and Health Promotion
Kenyon College: Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences
Lafayette College: Kinesiology and Health Promotion
Loyola University Chicago: Kinesiology and Health Promotion
Medical University of South Carolina: Kinesiology and Health Promotion
University of Rochester: Kinesiology and Health Promotion
University of Texas at Austin: Kinesiology and Health Promotion
Wichita State University: Kinesiology and Health Promotion
* St. Louis University: Kinesiology and Health Promotion

---

College of Health Sciences

Bachelor of Science, continued

47
Bachelor of Science in Nursing, continued

Ashley M. Martinez
Ashley Marie Matthews
* Nicole Alexa McConnell: Nursing, Honors Program
* Kaylayn Nicole McCran
Brian McGeoph
Madeleine McQuay
Helen Louise McWain
Renee Colleen Middleton
* Lauren Ann McChesney
Amanda Mousdragon
Taryn Elizabeth Montgomery
Haley Moon
Sara Alinda Moon
Nicole V. Murphy
Amanda Marie Myers
Kiley Nelson
Victoria Sage Neshib
Grace Kendall Newman
Kasey Jo Nield
Abbie Elise Nordbye
Tolulakevi Grace Olayajiey
Amanda Marie Olive
Sara Katharine Pepper
Azhon Nicole Peterson
Emily Pope
* Hannah J. Packard
Cena Anne Reaves
Brandi Nicole Reichard

Bachelor of Science in Dental Hygiene

Erica Kyoung Jung
Molly Lee Kramer
Katie Jo Lavoie
Brittney Dawn Stee
Corinna Ann Teagle
Katherine Anne Valder
Amanda Dawn Williams
Laura Christina Zetra
Jordan Jacqueline Dollard
Alexandra Downs
Kathleen Drummon
* Mayson Easum
Beczica Marie Fairley
Nichole A. Ferguson
Makaela J. Fisher
*** Michael Aaron Frakes
Rachel Elizabeth Frank
Amanda Franke
Jeremy William Franklin

Bachelor of Science in Nursing

Eva Bradburn
Whitney Carter
Obera M. Carter
Natalie Ann Cherieves
Tracey Ann Christensen
Shaleigh K. Clark
Jordan Clement
Kaci Corrine Hoshiker Cole
Brinn Michelle Dale
Carol Dan
Laura Lee O’Dea
Maria DelBari
Georgie Ann Afkins
Elyssa Allen
Madison Kay Allen
Samantha Leah Anderson
Mary Claire Aquino Coleman
Emily Kathryn Bauer
Catherine Elizabeth Beisel
Courtney Kathleen Bemmister
Melissa J. Blohm
Dedine Brown Rae
Cal Parker Botten
Sarah Elaine Boyer
Shayna Marie Hixson
Joyce McKee Honour
Julchen Jaber
Jessica Lynn Kruaiki Karrati
Mallory J. Kilmurray
Lauren Lex Linton
Hannah Grace Fox
Madely Mon Friaud
Alana Ham
Madison Elizabeth Haup
Jennifer Hill

*** = Summa cum laude  " = Magna cum laude  > = Cum laude  > = Two Degrees (each major listed after name)  = Phi Beta Kappa

Bachelor of Social Work

Michael J. Arsupdale
* Lester Edmon Christopher
* Christine Ann Comprun
Taylor Jayde Dewitt
Joseph Daniel Dillon: Social Work Sociology
Hannah Grace Fox
Medora Ryan Friaud
Alana Ham
Madison Elizabeth Haup
Jennifer Hill
Shayna Marie Hixson
Joyce McKee Honour
Julchen Jaber
Jessica Lynn Kruaiki Karrati
Mallory J. Kilmurray
Lauren Lex Linton
Nadia Lovins
Amanda Jean Matthews
Alexi Michelle May
Melissa Lorraine Mierch
Victoria Robin Ridgway

*** = Summa cum laude  " = Magna cum laude  > = Cum laude  > = Two Degrees (each major listed after name)  = Phi Beta Kappa

College of Health Sciences
Bachelor of Science, continued

Sarah Steinberg: Medical Laboratory Science
Brandon Drew Steuangan: Kinesiology and Health Promotion
Olivia Hope Marguerite Swift: Kinesiology and Health Promotion
Autumn Gabrielle Tarango: Kinesiology and Health Promotion, Honors Program
Jenna Zamprelli Tannum: Physical Education Teaching
Coreneey R. Torrez: Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences
Autumn Hayley Tracy: Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences
Gabriela Dylan True: Kinesiology and Health Promotion
Sean C. Tyrell: Kinesiology and Health Promotion
Martin Eliseo Vasquez: Physical Education Teaching
Victoria Leigh Venskys: Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences
Brad Viz: Kinesiology and Health Promotion
Mason Ross Wahlen: Kinesiology and Health Promotion
Brook Marston Wahlen: Kinesiology and Health Promotion
Amanda Marie West: Medical Laboratory Science
Sarah Jane White: Kinesiology and Health Promotion
Amanda Marie West: Medical Laboratory Science
Matthew James Scharlett: Kinesiology and Health Promotion
Amanda Marie West: Medical Laboratory Science
Tristyn S. Phillips: Kinesiology and Health Promotion

Bachelor of Science in Dental Hygiene

Tessa Adams
Taylor Binkerhoff
Brittany Starr Chandler
Peyton Alex Dean
Rachel A. Driscoll
Erin Griffith
Erika Kyong Jung
Molly Lee Kramer
Katie Jo Lavoie
Brittney Dawn Stee
Corinna Ann Teagle
Katherine Anne Valder
Amanda Dawn Williams
Laura Christina Zetra
Jordan Jacqueline Dollard
Alexandra Downs
Kathleen Drummon
* Mayson Easum
Beczica Marie Fairley
Nichole A. Ferguson
Makaela J. Fisher
*** Michael Aaron Frakes
Rachel Elizabeth Frank
Amanda Franke
Jeremy William Franklin

Bachelor of Science in Nursing

Georgie Ann Afkins
Elyssa Allen
Madison Kay Allen
Samantha Leah Anderson
Mary Claire Aquino Coleman
Emily Kathryn Bauer
Catherine Elizabeth Beisel
Courtney Kathleen Bemmister
Melissa J. Blohm
Dedine Brown Rae
Cal Parker Botten
Sarah Elaine Boyer

College of Health Sciences
Bachelor of Science in Nursing, continued

Kiley Renay Fullerton: Nursing, Honors Program
Samuel Jager Garcia
Erin German-Beck
Andrea Green
Megan Elizabeth Griffl
Lauren Carol Hamilton
D. J. Hayden
Shelley Jo Hays
Joni Cassandra Houghton
* Morgan Marie Jacobs
Brenda Kay Jennings
Morgan B. Johnson
Noah Kutz
Shelly Marie Kenmer
Janelle Elizabeth Kepley
Dana A. Krii
Mare Kalb
Anthony Edward Klotz
Justin Neil Knapp
Kathryn Rose Kersh
Cristin Marie Larson
Traci Marie Leiber
Brooke Danielle Lensegrav
*** Paige McKinley Leonard: Nursing, Honors Program
Grace Kendall Newman
Kasey Jo Nield
Abbie Elise Nordbye
Tolulakevi Grace Olayajiey
Amanda Marie Olive
Sara Katharine Pepper
Azhon Nicole Peterson
Emily Pope
* Hannah J. Packard
Cena Anne Reaves
Brandi Nicole Reichard

Bachelor of Science in Dental Hygiene

Tessa Adams
Taylor Binkerhoff
Brittany Starr Chandler
Peyton Alex Dean
Rachel A. Driscoll
Erin Griffith
Erika Kyong Jung
Molly Lee Kramer
Katie Jo Lavoie
Brittney Dawn Stee
Corinna Ann Teagle
Katherine Anne Valder
Amanda Dawn Williams
Laura Christina Zetra
Jordan Jacqueline Dollard
Alexandra Downs
Kathleen Drummon
* Mayson Easum
Beczica Marie Fairley
Nichole A. Ferguson
Makaela J. Fisher
*** Michael Aaron Frakes
Rachel Elizabeth Frank
Amanda Franke
Jeremy William Franklin

Bachelor of Science in Nursing

Georgie Ann Afkins
Elyssa Allen
Madison Kay Allen
Samantha Leah Anderson
Mary Claire Aquino Coleman
Emily Kathryn Bauer
Catherine Elizabeth Beisel
Courtney Kathleen Bemmister
Melissa J. Blohm
Dedine Brown Rae
Cal Parker Botten
Sarah Elaine Boyer
Shayna Marie Hixson
Joyce McKee Honour
Julchen Jaber
Jessica Lynn Kruaiki Karrati
Mallory J. Kilmurray
Lauren Lex Linton
Hannah Grace Fox
Medora Ryan Friaud
Alana Ham
Madison Elizabeth Haup
Jennifer Hill

*** = Summa cum laude  " = Magna cum laude  > = Cum laude  > = Two Degrees (each major listed after name)  = Phi Beta Kappa

Bachelor of Social Work

Michael J. Arsupdale
* Lester Edmon Christopher
* Christine Ann Comprun
Taylor Jayde Dewitt
Joseph Daniel Dillon: Social Work Sociology
Hannah Grace Fox
Medora Ryan Friaud
Alana Ham
Madison Elizabeth Haup
Jennifer Hill
Shayna Marie Hixson
Joyce McKee Honour
Julchen Jaber
Jessica Lynn Kruaiki Karrati
Mallory J. Kilmurray
Lauren Lex Linton
Nadia Lovins
Amanda Jean Matthews
Alexi Michelle May
Melissa Lorraine Mierch
Victoria Robin Ridgway

*** = Summa cum laude  " = Magna cum laude  > = Cum laude  > = Two Degrees (each major listed after name)  = Phi Beta Kappa

College of Health Sciences
Back east” could not hold the attention of abstract expressionist painter Neltje, who chose life on a Wyoming ranch forty-seven years ago and fully embraced Wyoming, its people, culture, and land, as her own. Neltje has a distinguished career as an artist with exhibitions and awards from institutions across the country. Her patronage of the arts and support of that community are without equal. A genuine renaissance woman, her creative energy and passion carry over into her life as a rancher, educator, entrepreneur, community developer, benefactor, champion of contemporary visual art and literature, mother, and grandmother.

Neltje stepped up in 1969 to save the historic Sheridan Inn from destruction, and ran the inn for nearly two decades. She founded the Jentel Foundation to support artists and writers and their creative renewal. Her vision extended to city planning with Wrench Ranch Hills, a visually integrated and cohesive pattern of development that will shape the future of Sheridan and attract new jobs to the city.

Neltje has consistently kept a greater community in her sights. She is a true visionary whose own vision, focus, and deep involvement in the community have helped to heighten the insight and awareness of those around her.

For all of your contributions, Neltje, the University of Wyoming is honored to bestow upon you the degree of Doctor of Arts, honoris causa.
Margaret “Maggie” Webster Scarlett has spent her life in tireless service to the state of Wyoming and the nation through her advocacy for literacy programs, libraries, museums, and the arts.

Scarlett founded the National Museum of Wildlife Art in Jackson Hole, where some of the most valuable pieces of wildlife art in the world are housed. She also serves on the board of the Buffalo Bill Center of the West and the McCracken Research Library, where her efforts have resulted in the formation of a nationally-known research center. Scarlett received national recognition for her passion and work when, in 2002, she was appointed to the National Institute of Museum and Library Services Board by the President of the United States.

In the midst of that work, Scarlett remains active in her local community by serving on the boards of causes such as the Teton Literacy Program, the Dance with the Stars fundraising event, and the Patriot’s Pathways program at Jackson Hole High School.

Scarlett graduated from the University of Wyoming with a degree in speech pathology and audiology in 1963, and has been a dedicated supporter of the university ever since. She served as the director of the University of Wyoming Art Museum for 10 years, and was awarded the Distinguished Alumnus Award in 2004 in recognition of her many accomplishments.

For all of your contributions, Margaret Webster Scarlett, the University of Wyoming is honored to bestow upon you the degree of Doctor of Humane Letters, honoris causa.